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I. INTRODUCTION 
Integration of functions with respect to a countably additive set 
function has been treated by numerous persons with Halmos, [6], being 
perhaps the most standard reference in the area. However, various 
authors, including Bogdanowicz, [l], von Neumann, [8] and Zaanen, [12] 
have suggested simplifications for the domain of the set function. 
Actually, Halmos [6, p. 22, problem 6], also suggests a weaker 
structure which he calls a semi-ring. The term half-ring in [8, p. 85] 
means the same thing as semi-ring in [6]. Finally, semi-ring as used 
in [12] and pre-ring in [l] coincide. The pre-ring structure most 
closely resembles, and in fact partly suggested, the type of structure 
considered in this dissertation. In view of this the definition of a 
pre-ring will be included here. 
. Definition 1.1. A non-empty collection Q of subsets of a non-void 
set T is said to be a pre-ring if and only if whenever E and F are elements 
of Q, then EOF is in Q and there exists a finite pairwise disjoint 
n n 
of elements of Q such that E - F = E.. 
^ i=l ^ 
Bogdanowicz, [l], was able to give a very direct construction for 
a class of vector-valued functions integrable with respect to a real 
valued countably additive set function defined on a pre-ring. It should 
be emphasized that the development by Bogdanowicz is only for 
countably additive set functions. Some of the theory that he develops 
is for a finitely additive set function, p., dominated by a non-negative 
countably additive set function, v, in the sense that |^(A)| < v(A) for 
all A in the domain of ji and v. However, by a slight modification of a 
sequence (^ i) 
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result obtained by Yosida and Hewitt, [11, Theorem 1.15], this type of 
dominated condition implies the countable additivity of p,. Bogdanowicz 
also takes cognizance of this fact in a latter paper, [2, p. 232]. 
The problem of developing integration theory for finitely additive 
set functions seems not to have been treated very extensively. The 
work by Dunford and Schwartz, [4, pp. 95-125], appears to be about the 
most exhaustive treatment for the finitely additive case. However, they 
do require at all times that the finitely additive set function be de­
fined on an algebra (field) of sets, so there remains the question as 
to what simplifications might—be-made in the structure of the domain of 
the set function. Also, they leave some unanswered questions in regard 
to the spaces they consider; for example, a characterization of the 
adjoint spaces,for.their spaces. This gap seems to be filled in very 
nicely by Porcelli, [9];, however, it should be noted that the spaces 
in [9] are not the same as those in [4]. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to give a definition of integral 
that includes the previous results of Bogdanowicz, [1] and Dunford and 
Schwartz, [4]. Also, the structure of the domain of the set functions 
will be of a minimal nature. 
Definition 1.2. Let T be a non-void set and P a non-empty collection 
of subsets of T. Then P is said to be a proto-ring if and only if when­
ever E and F are in P, then there exists two finite pairwise disjoint 
r ^ n r \ m n 
sequences and of elements of P such that EOF is ^ E^ 
and E - F is F,. If T can be written as a union of a finite number 
j=l ^ 
of sets of P, then P is called a proto-algebra. 
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The proto-ring will be the basic structure for the domain of the 
set functions considered in this dissertation. It is not hard to see 
that an algebra of sets is a proto-algebra of sets, and, more generally 
then, a proto-ring of sets. This assertion can be seen to be true by 
the following argument. If P is an algebra of sets and E and F are in 
P, then EflF and E - F are in P. Therefore, the two sequences in Definition 
1.2 may be taken to be the singleton sequences ^Eft^ and ^E - F^. Finally, 
T belongs to P, so P is a proto-algebra. This shows that the domain for 
the set functions considered in this dissertation generalizes that of 
^4] for finitely additive set functions. In this sense the development 
here is more general than in [4]. 
If P is a pre-ring of sets and E and F are in P, then EAF is in P. 
Therefore, the sequence of Definition 1.2 may be taken to be the 
singleton sequence The condition for differences in the definitions 
of a pre-ring and of a proto-ring are identical. Hence, every pre-ring 
is a proto-ring, and, in this sense, the development here is a 
generalization of the work of Bogdanowicz, [l]. It should be noted that 
the mode of convergence in [l], pointwise almost everywhere,is not the 
same as the convergence mode to be used in the present development. 
However, the class of integrable functions in [l] and this dissertation 
vill coincide. Also, most of the development in [1] could be accomplished 
with a proto-ring in place of a pre-ring with the appropriate changes 
relative to intersections. 
Following are several examples of proto-rings, some of which are 
stronger structures. It should be noted that the empty set must belong to 
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all proto-rings. This follows since a proto-ring P must be non-empty, and 
if E is in P, then E - E is empty and is a union of elements of P. 
Example 1.1. Let T be the real number interval [0, 1] and P be 
the collection of all singleton subsets of T, all open subintervals of 
the form (a, b) with 0 < a <• b-< 1 and the empty set, 0. Suppose that E 
and F are in P. If E is empty or a singleton, and F is any set in P, then 
each of EAF and E - F is also empty or a singleton set. If E and F are 
disjoint, then EHF is empty and E - F is E. Suppose then that E and F are 
not disjoint and that E is an open subinterval of [0, 1], say E = (a, b). 
If F is a singleton set, F = |c|, then a < c < b and EOF is F and E - F 
is the union of (a, c) and (c, b). If F is an open subinterval, F = 
(c, d), then there are several cases to be considered. For example, it 
may be that a < c < b < d and in this case EHF is the interval (c, b) 
while E - F is the interval (a, c). It can easily be seen in each of 
the other possible cases that E.OF and E - F can be written as a union of 
a finite pairwise disjoint sequence of elements of P. Hence, P is a proto-
ring, and since T is the union of {o|, (0, 1) and ^ij, P is a proto-
algebra. It is actually true that P is a pre-ring. 
Example 1.2. Let T be the set of positive integers. For each 
positive integer q, let F^ be the subset of T defined by the equation 
F = [reT: r > q}. 
Let P be the collection of subsets of T consisting of the empty set, 
all singleton subsets of T and the collection of subsets F^ for q = 1, 
2, 3, .... Let E and F be in P. If E and F are disjoint, then EfiF 
is empty and E - F is E. If E and F are equal, then EAF is E and E - F 
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is empty. Suppose then that E and F are distinct and not disjoint. 
If E is a singleton set, E = then F is an F^ set for some positive 
integer q. In this case, EDF is E (since E and F are not disjoint) 
and E - F is empty. If E is an F^ set for some q and F is a singleton 
set, F = ^ ^3 then q < p since EHF f 0. Therefore, EAF is F and E - F 
is the union of the sets ^ + 1^, .. •, - 1^, F^^^. Finally, 
if E is the set F^ and F is the set F^ for some positive integers p and 
q, then either E is a subset of F or F is a subset of E. In the first 
case, EAF is E and E - F is empty. In the second case, EAF is F and E -
F is the union of the sets <^, ^  + ly> , ••., ^ P - Therefore, P is 
a proto-ring. Since T is the set F^, P is actually a proto-algebra. 
Once more, P is in fact a pre-ring. 
Example 1.3. Let T be the real number interval [O, l]. Let P be 
the collection consisting of the empty set, all singleton subsets of T 
and all subintervals of the forms [a, b), (a, b] and (a, b) where 
0 < a < b < 1. The argument that P is a proto-algebra (T belongs to P) 
is essentially the same as for Example 1.1 except that an intersection 
of elements of P is not necessarily another element of P. For example 
if E is the interval (a, b] and F the interval [c, d) with a < c < b < d, 
then EOF is the interval [c, b]. In this case the intersection, EAF, 
can be written as the union of the sets ^c^ and (c, b], both of which 
belong to P. Therefore, P is a proto-ring and not a pre-ring. 
The following two theorems will be used throughout the dissertation. 
It is assumed throughout the rest of this section that T is a fixed 
non-void set and P is a proto-ring of subsets of T. 
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Theorem 1.1. If k is a positive integer and B^^ and 
k 
A are elements of P, then the difference A - ( LJ B.) can be written as 
i=l ^ 
the union of a finite sequence of pair^fise disjoint elements of P. 
Proof; The proof will be by induction on k. If k is 1, then the 
conclusion follows directly from Definition 1.2. Assuime now that the 
statement is true for k equal to the positive integer n, and suppose 
that B^, B_, ..., B and A are elements of P. By the induction i Z tl-ri 
n 
hypothesis, the difference A - (LJ B.) is the union of a finite 
i=l ^ m 
sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of P, say Then the 
following equalities follow, with the first and last ones being true 
by simple set theoretic arguments: 
n+1 n 
A - ( U B ) = [A - (U B )] - B 
i=l i=l 
' % 
m 
- u (S - Vi>-
Now for j = 1, 2, ..., m, C. - B ^ is the union of a finite sequence of 
^ Ç ^q(j) 
pairwise disjoint elements of P, say \D. .y . Also, since the 
r ^ ^ 
sequence is painzise disjoint, it follows that the sequence 
- ^ n+l^j=l also a pairxjise disjoint sequence. This implies 
that the collection 
{?ji" i = 1) 2, ..., q(j); j = 1, 2, ni} 
of sets of P is a pairwise disjoint collection. Also, it is true that 
n+1 
the difference A - (.^i B^) is given by 
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n+1 m q(j) 
A  -  ( U  B  )  =  U  U  D  .  
i=l j=l i=l ^ 
Since m and q(j) for j = 1, 2, m are finite, this completes the 
proof. 
Theorem 1.2. If is a sequence of elements of P with p a 
positive integer or p = then there exists a pairwise disjoint sequence 
, . q P q 
of elements of P such that LV E. = 1^ F., and q is finite if 
i=l ^ j=l ^ 
p is finite and q = «'ifp = 
Proof: Let be the set E , and for k = 2, 3, 4, ..., p (or 
^ k-1 
k = 2, 3, 4, ... in the case p = <=) let G, be the difference E \ J G.. 
' P " P p 1-1  ^
Then is a pain^ise disjoint sequence and G^ = E^. 
k=l k=l 
By induction and Theorem 1.1 each set G, is a union of a finite pairwise 
disjoint sequence of elements of P. Let \G. .f. , be this sequence of 
q(k) 
elements of P, so that G, = G, .. It follows from this that 
P P q(k) ' j=l ^ 
U E, = U U G , and 
k=l ^ k=l j=l 
: j = 1, 2, ..., q(k);k=l, 2, ..., p) 
is a pairwise disjoint collection of elements of P. This completes the 
proof. - • 
Definition 1.3. Suppose that Q is a collection of subsets of T. 
The statement that the sequence is a Q-partition for T means 
m - m 
that T = F. and <(F.y._. is a finite sequence of non-empty pairwise 
i=l ^ ^ 
disjoint elements of Q. 
A Q-partition is called a Q-subdivision by some authors. 
Definition 1.4, Suppose that Q is a collection of subsets of T and 
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that r= and A = Q-partitions of T. The statement 
that rrefines A means that each is a subset of some E^. 
It should be noted that if F and A are as in Definition 1.4, then 
each E is the union of the elements of some subcollection of F. 
1 
Preceding Definition 1.2 it was asserted that a proto-ring is a 
minimal structure for developing integration theory. The minimal 
character is in the sense of the following discussion. When one develops 
a refinement-type integral for functions defined on a set T and over a 
collection Q of subsets of T, the collection Q should have two properties. 
They are: 
Property 1. There exists a Q-partition of T. 
Property 2. The collection of all Q-partitions forms a directed 
set when ordered by refinement. 
The assertion of the next theorem is that proto-algebras and collections 
satisfying Properties 1 and 2 are the same except for the inclusion of 
the empty set. It was in fact this observation, along with the. 
pre-ring structure, that suggested the idea of a proto-algebra, and 
hence the proto-ring as a natural further generalization. 
Theorem 1.3. Let T be a set and P' a non-empty collection of sub­
sets of T such that 
i) if E is in P*, then there exists a P'-partition A of T such 
that E belongs to A, and 
ii) the collection of all P'-partitions of T forms a directed set 
under refinement. If P is P'U^^, then P is a proto-algebra. 
Conversely, if P is a proto-algebra of subsets of T and P' is the 
collection P - then P' has properties i) and ii). 
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Proof: Suppose that P' satisfies i) and ii) and that P is P'u{0}. 
Let E and F be elements of P. If E or F is empty, then it is clear that 
EAF and E - F satisfy the relevant parts of Definition 1.2. Otherwise, 
E and F are in P', so let A and Pbe P'-partitions of T with E belonging 
r \ to A and F to T. Let ô = be a P'-partition refining A and F, 
the existence of 9 being assured by ii). Let be the set {jc: 
and Gj^C and the set ^k: G^e^ and G^C E - F^. Then G^ is 
a subset of EAF, and G^ is a subset of E - F. Since ô is a P'-
partition of T, if t belongs to EAF, then t is in G, for some G, in #. 
0 0 
However, each G^ in | is a subset of only one element of A and intersects 
no other element of A- Therefore, G, is a subset of E. Similarly, 
0 
G, is a subset of F, so that G C E/1F. This implies that k is in K , 
ko kg 0 
so that EOF is contained in G, . A similar argument shows that keK^ k 
E - F is the union G, . Since each of K, and K„ are finite, this 
keK2 k 12
proves.that P is a proto-ring. The fact that P' is non-empty and satisfies 
condition i) assures that P is a proto-algebra. 
Suppose now that P is a proto-algebra and that P' is P - Let 
E be in P' and T be the union of the finite sequence \F.}._, of pairwise 
 ^J-* J-i 
disjoint elements of P. The fact that T can be so written is guaranteed 
by Theorem 1.2 and the fact that P is a proto-algebra. By Theorem 1.1 
m 
E - (U F.) can be written as the union of the elements of a finite 
sequence pairwise disjoint elements of P. Then the non­
empty sets amongst 
E, E^, Eg, ..o, E^ 
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form a P'-partition of T. Since E is non-empty, this P'-partition satis-
m 
fies condition i). If A = T' = are P'-partitions of 
Tj and if E./^F. is non-empty, let E.HF. be given by the finite 
union G.of pairwise disjoint non-empty elements of P. Let K 
k=l 
be the set of all ordered pairs of positive integers (i, j), i = 1, 2, 
...J n; j = 1, 2, ..., m such that E^H F^ is non-empty. Define ô to 
be the pairwise disjoint collection 
§ = (i, j)eK and k = 1, 2, q(i, j)^. 
Since every t in T belongs to some E^ and to some F^, it follows that § 
is a P'-partition. Clearly, § refines A and P. This completes the 
proof. 
The set functions considered in this dissertation are assumed to 
be defined on the proto-ring P of subsets of T with range in the real 
numbers and to be finitely additive. Such a set function will be called 
a p-volume. A p-volurao may, of course, be countably additive, but this 
is not assumed, unless explicitly stated, at any point in the disserta­
tion. The following notational convenience will be used throughout the 
development. If jj,. is a countably additive p-volume, then D(^, P) is 
the collection of all countable sequences of pairwise disjoint elements 
of P. If jj, is a p-volume that is only finitely additive, then P) 
is the collection of all finite sequences of pairwise disjoint elements 
m 
of P. Whenever is asserted to be in D(fj,, P), it is to be under­
stood that m = or that m is a positive integer if is countably additive 
and that m is a positive integer if p, is only finitely additive. The 
following theorem summarizes some properties of non-negative p-volumes. 
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Theorem 1.4. A non-negative p-volurne is finitely subadditive: it 
is countably subadditive if it is couutably additive. If |.i is a non-
negative p-volume, it is monotone in the sense that if is a 
n n 
finite sequence in D(^, P) and F is in P with LJ E.CF, then ^  ^CE.) 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
< 
Proof: Let ^ be a non-negative p-volume. The monotone property 
n 
will be demonstrated first. Suppose that and F are as in the 
n 
statement of the theorem. Theorem 1.1 implies that F - (LJ E.) is the 
m i=l ^ 
union of a finite sequence in D(^, P). Hence, F is given by the 
equation 
n m 
F  =  ( U  E  )  U  ( U  F  ) ,  
i=l j=l ^ 
and the right hand side of this equation is a union of pairwise disjoint 
elements of P. Therefore, 
m 
H(F) = T P(E.) +21 P(F:) >Z1 
i=l j=l J i=l 
where the inequality follows from the non-negativity of |i. This proves 
that jj, is monotone in the sense described. It should be noted that as 
a special case, if E and F are in P with ECF, then p^E) < |j,(F). 
m 
Suppose now that is a sequence of elements of P and that 
m 
E. belongs to P. It is assumed that m is a positive integer if p 
i=l ^ 
is only finitely additive; otherwise, m is either a positive integer or 
m = 00. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, there exists a pairwise dis-
r A 
. joint sequence such that is a subset of E^ for each k and 
m m 
I J G, = \ J E, . Furthermore, each G, is a finite union of pairwise 
12 
q(k) q(k) 
disjoint elements of P, G = G ,. Therefore, ^  p^G .) is less 
•5=1 j 1 = 1 -] 
m q(k) m 
than or equal to p/E ) and CL . is E . This implies that 
k=l j=l k=l 
m m q (k) 
ii(U V = u G ) 
k=l k=l j=l J 
m q (k) 
' S k 
<][_ pxs.), 
k=l ^ 
so that p, is finitely subadditive, and it is countably subadditive if |i 
is countably additive. This completes the proof. 
One other property of a non-negative p-volume jj, that will be used 
n . m 
is the following: if is in D(jj,, P) and {P.y is a sequence 
^ ^ n A ^  n 
of elements of P such that E. is the same as F., then ^  p(E.) 
m i=l ^ j=l ^ • i=l ^ 
< 2 p^F.), where m is a positive integer or m = = if jx is countably 
j=l ^ 
additive and m is a positive integer if jj. is only finitely additive. 
This is a fairly immediate consequence of the preceding theorem by the 
following argument. Let ^j^j=l described. Since P 
is a proto-ring, for i = 1, 2, ..., n and j = 1, 2, m there exists 
a finite sequence in D(^, P) such that E^H F^ = ^ijk* 
This implies that 
m r(i,j) 
E .  =  ( /  [ I  G .  f o r  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  n  a n d  
^ M 
n r(i,j) 
F = U U G for j = 1, 2, m. 
J 1=1 k=l 
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The right hand side of the last equation is a union of pairuise disjoint 
n 
elements of P since is a pairwise disjoint sequence. Therefore, 
it follows that 
m r(i,j) 
p^ E.) < ^  > |J.(G. ) for i = 1, 2, .n and 
^ j=l k=l 
p(F,) = > > pXG ,) for j = 1, 2, m. 
^ i=l k=l 
Finally, this implies that 
n n m r (i, j) 
 ^n r(i, j) 
' ^ l?i 
m 
= 51 ^ (9;)" 
j=l J 
It should be noted that the interchange of the order of summation is 
permissible since [j,(G. ., ) is a non-negative real number for all values 
IJK 
of the subscripts i, j and k. 
One final observation is that a p-volume is zero when evaluated at 
the empty set 0. This is an immediate consequence of the additivity 
of a p-volume and the fact that A is AU0 for any set A. 
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II. THE INTEGRAL FOR A NON-NEGATIVE P-VOLUME 
It is assumed throughout this chapter that T is a non-void set, P 
is a proto-ring of subsets of T with the property that u{E:EeP} is T 
and that |i is a non-negative p-volume defined on P. Also, it is assumed 
that (X,1 I ) is a real Banach space with norm 1 I. Finally, R will denote 
the real numbers with the usual norm. Whenever a function space is 
referred to as a linear space it is assumed that the operations in the 
space are pointwise. 
The symbol S^(P, X) stands for the collection of all functions h on 
T to X that can be written in the form 
' ° S ' 
n 
where n is a positive integer, |a.|._^ is a sequence of elements of X, 
n. 
is a sequence of elements of P and is the characteristic 
function of A^. The elements of S^(P, X) will be called P-simple 
functions. Since X is a linear space over R, it is clear that S^(P, X) 
is also a linear space over R. 
Theorem 2.1. If h belongs to S^(P, X), then there exists a finite 
r \ ^ ^ m 
sequence in D(|i, P) and a sequence |b.>. , of elements 
of X such that h = h-X-o • 
3.1 
Proof; Suppose that h is in S^(P, X) and that h = a.X. • _The 
i=l ^ i 
proof will be by induction on the positive integer n. The conclusion 
is obvious if n is 1. Assume that the conclusion holds for n = k and 
k+1 
let h = ^ 2 3-X. • By the induction hypothesis the P-simple function 
i=l ^ \ 
15 
m . . m 
finite y a.Y, can be written in the form ^  b.X, with xB.}. ^ a nii 
i=i pi 
sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of P. Therefore, h is given by 
the sum 
m 
m 
By Theorem 1.1, the difference A, - (V_>/ B.) is equal to the union of 
, q j=l ^ 
a finite sequence (Pp)of pain<rise disjoint elements of P. By the 
definition of a proto-ring, for j = 1, 2, m, B^ - and B^A 
can each be written as the union of a finite sequence of pairwise 
disjoint elements of P, say 
r(j) 
- Vi = y, *ji' 
J 1=1 
' U "ji-
s(j) 
i=l 
Therefore, the function h is given by 
ram 
' ° ""j ^ " 'wV-(U B.) 
m r(j) m sQ) q 
° & 'jVi ' Çi ''j " ' p?i "^+1% • 
The latter is a representation of the type required. This completes the 
proof. 
n 
Suppose that h is in S,(P, X), and that h = ^  a.X. and h = 
m i=l ^ i 
b.Xc are two representations of the type in the conclusion of 
j=l j j ^ ^ 
Theorem 2.1. That is, each of and are finite sequences 
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of pain-7ise disjoint elements of P. Suppose also that none of the a^ 
nor b. are the zero element of X. Let A.HB. be equal to the union of 
the finite sequence D(^, P). Note that if is 
not zero, then is not empty. This implies that a^ = b^ for all i 
and j for which p,(C.., ) is not zero. Therefore, a.|j,(C. ) and b )j,(C. ) 
IJK 1 IJK J XJK 
are equal for all i and j and k = 1, 2, ..., q(i, j). Also, 
m q(i,j) 
A. = U W C ,, for i = 1, 2, ..., n, and 
^ j=l k=l 
n q( i , j )  
B = U KJ C , for j = 1, 2, ..., m 
J i=l k=l 
with the right hand side of each equation a union of a finite sequence 
in D(|i, P). Hence, the following equations follow: 
n n m q(i, j) 
21 a p(A ) = a (21 Z_ )) 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ j=l k=l 
n 3 q(i,j) 
° & |i S 
m n q(i,j) 
•6 S S v<v> 
• Z t (Z 
j=l ^ i=l k=l 
m 
= 2Z b m,(B ). 
j=l ^ J 
In view of this, the following definition gives a well-defined function 
from S^(P, X) to X. 
Definition 2.1. Suppose that h is in S^fP, X) and that h is 
17 
^ a.X, with a finite sequence in D(p,, P). The vector 
f—: 1 A. ^1-' 1—1 
1=1 1 
n 
^ a.|J,(A.) in X is said to be the integral over T of h with respect 
i=l ^ ^ 
to |i, or in symbols j hdp, = a.p(A.) 
i=l ^ ^ 
T 
It is clear that the integral is homogeneous, so to see that it is 
a linear transformation it is necessary only to show that the integral 
n m 
is additive. Suppose then that h = ^  a.X. and g = b are 
n ^ ' : 
P-s impie functions with and finite sequences in D(^, P), 
Now Theorem 1.1 implies that A. - (IJ B.) is the union of a finite 
j=l 
sequence in D(p, P) for i = 1, 2, n. Similarly, 
n q(j) 
B .  -  ( U  A.) is the union of a finite sequence {P - J g=2 D(p, P) 
J i=l ^ 
for j = 1, 2, ..., m. The definition of proto-ring implies that A.HB. 
r(i,j) ^ 
is also the union of a finite sequence in D(|i, P) for 
i = 1, 2, n and j = 1, 2, m. Since the sum h + g can be 
written in the form 
h + g = 
n m ^ ® 
m 
+ 
S - (U B.) + Z Z (- + 
the preceding three statements imply that the sum can be written as 
n p(i) n m r(i, j) 
h + g = % a X + ^  ^ + b;)%E 
i=l k=l Ik i=l j=l k=l ^ J ijk 
m q(j) 
:E: ]>: tyXo -
j=l s=l ^ js 
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Furthermore, the collection of all of those sets in P appearing on the 
right hand side of this equation is a pairwise disjoint collection. 
Also, those same three statements imply that 
P(i) m r(i,j) 
A. = (U C )U(U VJ E ) for i = 1, 2, n, and 
^ k=l j=l k=l 
g(j) n r(i,j) 
B. = (LJ VJ E ) for j = 1, 2, m. 
J s=l J® i=l k=l 
The right hand side of each of the last two equations is a finite union 
of pairwise disjoint elements of P. Therefore, it follows that 
p(i) m r(i,j) 
^(A.) = 21 ZZ P^E ) for i = 1, 2, n, 
^ k=l j=l k=l 
and 
q(i) m r^ ) 
) = XT ) + X .,) for j = 1, 2, m. 
J s=l J® j=l k=l 
Finally then the integral of the sum h + g is given by 
r n p(i) ^ ^  r(i,j) 
I (h + g)d, = E g + Z.Z g: 
m q(j)" n p(i) n m r(i,j) 
m n r(i,j) m q(j) 
+ 
w,
Z Z H + 21 z; ) 
j=l i=l k=l J ^ j=l s=l • ^ ^ 
n p(i) m r(i,j) 
= H P(C ) + H ZI 
i=l ^ k=l j=l k=l 
j=l J s=l J i=l k=l 
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= % a p,(A.) + b ^(B ) = r hd,i + f gdp. 
i=l j=l j j Jj, J? 
Therefore, the integral is a linear operator from S^(P, X) to X. 
If f is a function on T to X, then |f(*)l is the function on T to 
the non-negative reals defined by 
)f(-)j (t) = lf(t)l, V tsT. 
n , \ n 
Il 
In particular, if f is a P-simple function, f = ^  ^i^A '^^^h 
a finite sequence in D((j,', P), then )f(')| is given by the sum 
i=l 
This shows that if f is in S^(P, X), then |f(-)[ is an element of S^(P, 
n 
In particular, if f is 21 a.X. as in the immediately preceding dis-
i=l ^ 1 
cussion, then the integral of |f(*)| is |a.j|j,(A.). Let o be the 
i=l ^ 1 
function defined on S^(P, X) into R by 
0(f) = J lf(-)l VfeS^CP, X) 
Since p is a non-negative p-volume, the function a is a mapping into 
r"^. Since I lis a norm for X, if a is in R, then |a • f(t)| equals 
jaj 'I f(t)| for all t in T. Therefore, it follows that 
a(ct • f) = r la • f(')| dp, 
4 
= r ki • I f(-)i d|j, 
T 
= Icc| • a(f). 
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and a is positively homogeneous. Now if h is in S^(P, R) and h(t) is 
non-negative for all t in T, then I hd^ is non-negative since n is non-
Jx 
negative. It follows from this observation and the linearity of the 
integral that if h and k are in S^(P, R) and if h(t) is greater than 
or equal to k(t) for all t in T, then 
J' hd|.i > J hd|.i  kdjj,. 
'T T 
In particular, this implies that the following relations hold for f and 
g in S^ CP, X): 
o(f + g) = lf(*) + g(*)l dp O 
T 
< r (+ igcoDdji 
T 
= r dp + r ig(-)i djj, 
T T 
= a(f) + a(g). 
Hence, a is a seminorm for S^(P, X). Since there may be non-void sets 
E in P for which |i(E) is zero, it is not necessarily true that a vanishes 
only at the zero function in S^(P, X) ^ Therefore, a is not in general 
a norm. In order to obtain a normed linear space, an equivalence rela­
tion will be defined on the set of all functions from T to X in such a 
manner that if f and g are equivalent P-simple functions, then / fd|.t 
r ^ 
and f gdji have the same value. It is then possible to define the 
J t  
integral on the equivalence classes of P-simple functions, and then to 
define a norm in the manner suggested by the definition of a- Finally,. 
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the equivalence relation will be defined in such a way as to allow a 
natural extension of the integral to a larger class of functions 
(actually, to a larger set of equivalence classes of functions). The 
next several definitions and theorems will formalize this discussion. 
Definition 2.2. A subset B of T is said to bo a ^-null set if and 
only if for every positive real number e there exists a sequence 
m m ^ 
in D ( ( j,5 P) such that B is a subset of F. and ^ ^(F.) < e. j=l J j=l J 
Theorem 2.2. If E is in P, then E is |i-null if and only if p^E) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose E is in P. If p-(E) is zero, then it is obvious 
that E is |jL-null. The proof will be concluded by showing that E is not 
Ij-null if ^(E) is not zero. Therefore, suppose that ^(E) is not zero 
m 
let e in R be such that 0 < e < ^(E). If is in D(^, P) and 
m 
and E is contained in LJ F., then it is true that 
j=l 
m 
E = U (F.OE). 
j=l j 
Since P is a proto-ring, F.DE is a union of a finite sequence 
q( j )  ^  
\?jWk=l i* P), so that 
m m q(j) 
E = U (F HE) = U U B . 
j=l ^ j=l k=l 
The subadditivity and the monotonicity of |i imply that 
m q(j) m 
G < ^(E) < ][ *(B ) < (^F ). 
j=l k=l ^ j=l j 
Hence, E is not jj,-null and this completes the proof. 
Definition 2.3. If f and g are functions on T to X, then f is said 
22 
to be ji-equivalent to g, written f~g , if and only if for every positive 
m 
real number e, there exists ^j in D(^, P) such that ^ ii(F.) < e 
J J j=l ^ 
and 
m 
|f(t) - g(t)| < e, V teT - (U F ) 
j=l : 
Since I lis a norm for X, it is clear that the relation ~ is reflexive 
and symmetric. Suppose now that f~g and g~h and that e is a positive 
real number. Pick {p.and in D(^, P) in accordance with 
m n 
Definition 2.3 so that ^ !J,(F.) and 27 are both less than e/2 
j=l ^ i=l ^ 
and 
m 
|f(t) - g(t)l <1 , V teT - (U F.), and 
j=l ^ 
n 
lg(t) - h(t)| <1 , V tsT - (U E ) 
- i=l 1 
f \ ^  P 
By Theorem 1.2 there exists K ^ in D(^, P) such that G -
k=l 
m n p 
(U F.)U(U E.). Therefore, the sum ^ p(G,) satisfies the in-
j=l ^ i=l ^ k=l 
equality 
p m n 
Z < Z P(F;) + Z U(EJ < e. 
k=l j=l J i=l ^ 
P 
Also, if t is in T - ( ^ G, ), then 
k=l 
|f(t) - h(t)| < jf(t) - g(t)| + |g(t) - h(t)l 
<1 + 1= s. 
Hence, f is p-equivalent to h, and ^-equivalence is an equivalence re-
T lation on X . 
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If f is a function on T to X, then f shall denote the equivalence 
class of all functions on T to X that are |j,-equivalent to f, and the 
T 
symbol X /jT denotes the set of all such equivalence classes of 
functions. The notation P, X) is used for the linear space of 
all equivalence classes determined by ~n(S^(P, X) x S^(P, X)). Fol­
lowing the usual convention, the word "function" will be used quite 
often in the remainder of this paper when what is meant is "equivalence 
class of functions." In particular, the elements of S ' (p,, P, X) will 
quite often be called P-simple functions. 
Theorem 2.3. If f and g are in S^(P, X) and f is |j,-equivalent to g 
then / fd|j, = / gdp,. 
J T JT 
Proof: Since |f(t) - g(t)l = |[f(t) - g(t)] - 01, it is a trivial 
observation that f and g are ^-equivalent if and only if f - g is 
p^equivalent to the zero function of S^(P, X). This, together with the 
linearity of the integral on S^(P, X), makes it clear that it is suf­
ficient to show that if f is |j,-equivalent to the zero function in S^(P, 
then I fd|j, is zero. This is certainly true if f is the zero function, 
Jrj; 
so assume this is not the case but that f in S^(P, X) is ^-equivalent 
to the zero function. Let f be given by 
with a .finite sequence in D(p,, P) and a^ not the zero element of 
X for i = 1, 2, ..., n. The method of proof is to show that each 
is jj,-null and then use Theorem 2.2 to conclude that = 0 for 
i = 1, 2, ..., n. This clearly implies that / fdjj, is zero. 
J t  
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Given a positive real number s, pick to be a positive real 
number less than the minimum of e ,  |a^|, j  a^ j ,  | a j .  Since f is 
m 
I Ijn=i 
and 
Ij,"equivalent to the zero function, there exists a sequence ii 
D(|jl, P) such that ^  ijl(F.) < e, 
j=l ^ 
m 
1 f(t) -0| < e^, VteT - (IJ F.) 
j=l 
m 
The assertion now is that A. is a subset of F. for i = 1, 2, n. 
If this were not true for some A., then there exists t in A. - ( F,). 1  U  1  1  J  
m 
However, then t^ is in T - ((J P.), and it must be true that | f(tQ)| = 
j=l j 
|a^| is less than This contradicts the choice of Therefore, 
m 
for i = 1, 2 ,  —, n, A. is a subset of IJ F. and 
^  j = l  J  
m 
pXf.) < G < e. 
j=l j 
Hence, A^ is (i-null for i = 1, 2, ..., n and this completes the proof. 
If h is an element of S^(P, X), then the symbol [h] will be used 
for the equivalence class of all P-simple functions that are (j,-equivalent 
to h. Theorem 2.3 then says that if [h] is in S'(^, P, X) and if the 
integral over T of [h] with respect to n, in symbols J [h]d|j,, is 
T 
defined to be the vector j hdjj, in X, then the integral is a well-defined 
function on S'(^ , P, X) into X. If [f] and [g] are elements of S'(|i, P, 
X) and a and g are in R, then a[f] + p[g] is the element [of + Pg] of 
S'Cjj,, P, X). It follows from this and the linearity of the integral on 
S^(P, X) that the following equations hold: 
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t . I 
J (aff] + p[gl)dij, = J [af + % 
= r (of + pg)d}a, 
T 
= a J fdjj, + ^  J gdfi 
T T 
= a J" [f]djA 4- p [gjdji. 
T T 
Therefore, the integral is a linear transformation on S'(^, P, X) into X. 
Now if f and g in S^(P, X) are p-equivalent, then the inequality 
|rf(t)| - I g(t)|| < |f(t) - g(t)| , VteT 
implies that [f(*)| and |g(')j in S^(P, R) are |j,-equivalent. This in 
turn implies that the function T defined on S'(^, P, X) into R by the 
equation 
T([f]) = r |f(.)| d^ , V[f]eS'(|i, P, X) 
T 
is well-defined. In particular, it should be noted that T([f]) = o(f) 
where a is the seminorm on S^(P, X) discussed previous to Definition 
2.2. This, together with the definitions of scalar multiplication and 
addition in S'(ii, P, X), gives as an immediate consequence that T is 
also a seminorm. It then follows by Theorem 2.3 that T is a norm for 
S'Cy,, P, X). If [f] is in S*(|j,, P, X), then the value of T at [f] will 
be denoted by ll[f]ll'. Therefore, the following equation is valid: 
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i iLfJir =/ [ l f ( - ) l ] c ! ^ -  J |f(')| Y[f]eS'(u, P ,  X )  
It should be noted that quite often throughout the rest of this paper, 
the elements of S'(^, P, X) will be written as though they were 
functions. For example, it may be stated that "f is in S'(p,, P, X)," 
and one should then think of f as being the representative of an 
equivalence class of P-sinple functions. Also, if [f] is in P, X), 
then the integral evaluated at [f] will be written as / fdjj, rather than 
_ I Jt 
[f]d^, unless this might lead to confusion. /, 
Theorem 2.4. If S'(^ , P, X) is given the topology induced by the 
norm function |i [[', then the integral on S'(|i, P, X) into X is a con­
tinuous linear transformation. 
Proof; Suppose that [f] is in P, X) and that f is given by 
n 
" 21 w • 
i~l 
where {a. is a finite sequence in D(p, P) . Since) | is a norm for X 
^ i ' i—i 
and n is non-negative, it follows that 
/ fdii a.ti(A )  i=l 
<21 
i=l 
= J I f(-)| d|i 
= !l[f]ll'. 
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Therefore, the integral is a bounded linear transformation on S'(y,, P, X) 
into X, and it is well known that a linear transformation between 
normed linear spaces is continuous if and only if it is bounded. This 
completes the proof. 
The next step in this development of the integral is to extend its 
domain of definition to a larger set of (equivalence classes of) func­
tions. Actually, since the enlarged domain will be a subset of X /p, 
and since the equivalence classes belonging to P, X) contain only 
P-simple functions, the present domain of definition for the integral 
will not be a subset of the enlarged domain. In this sense the ex­
tension of the integral will not be an extension in the usual sense. 
However, it is not hard to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between S'Cjj,, P, X) and a subset of X^/jj,, namely, the subset of T given 
by 
j^ fex'^ /jT: f is ^ -equivalent to a P-simple function^ . 
— T ~ 
Of course, one could simply define the integral for any f in X /p, 
for which f is ji-equivalent to a P-simple function g on T to X to be 
[g]djj,. However, this will not be done here since it will be a 
T 
result of the extension procedure that the integral of such an f will 
be / Cg]d[i,. 
J t  
Definition 2.4. Let f, f^ , f„, f , ... be functions on T to X. 
œ 
The statement that the sequence {f f , u-converges to f, written f -> f, 
^ I nJn=l ^ ° n |j, 
means that for every positive real number e, there exists a positive 
integer N such that if n is a positive integer and n > N, then there 
/, 
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exists a sequence D(p, P) such that ^  |j,(E^ ) < e 
i=l 
and 
qW 
jf (t) - f(t)| < e, VteT - (U E I*'). 
^ . i=l 1 
00 
Suppose that ^ sequence of functions on T to X that 
p-converges to the function f on T to X. Suppose further that 
03 00 
{^k(n);n=l ^ subsequence of the sequence ' Given a positive 
element e in R, let N(e) be the positive integer N of Definition 2.4. 
If k(n) is a positive integer greater than N(e), then f, , ^ is an 
element of the sequence . Since k(n) is greater than N(e) 
and f^ -* f, there exists a sequence in D(^, P) such 
that ^ p(E(k(n))) < g and 
i=l ^ 
q(k(n)) . , ^  
X—L 
03 
Therefore, the sequence {^^j^(n)}n=l M^converges to f. 
Suppose now that ^^^=2 {^n}n=l sequences of functions 
on T to X that ji,-converge to the functions f and g on T to X, 
respectively. Let a be a real number. If a is zero, then it is 
clear that |J.-converges to of. Assume then that a is not 
zero and let e be a positive real number. Pick 6 to be the minimum of 
e and e/ial . Then there exists a positive integer N such that if n is 
a positive integer and n > N, then there exists a sequence 
q(n) , . ^ 1 ; 1 i 
in D(jj,, P) such that y p^E. ^  ) < Ô < e and 
i=l 1 ~ 
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q(n) 
- f(t)| < ô< e/ja|, VteT - (U O. 
i=l 
(n). 
This last inequality implies that 
1 Of (t) - cxf(t)l < e, VteT - (U E 
' ° ' i=l 
CO 
so that the sequence ^-converges to of. 
Also, there exist positive integers and such that if n is a 
positive integer greater than and greater than N^, then there exist 
sequences jand in D(p,, P) such that each of the 
q(n) , ^ p(n3 , % 
sums 2r P^E. ^  ) and p(F. ^  ) is less than e/2 as£ 
i=l ^ j=l ^ 
q(n) , . 
I f! (t) - f(t)| <1 , VteT - (U E/"O, and 
in- I Z i=l 1 
p(n) 
I g^(t) - g(t)| <1 , VteT - ('U 
Let N be the maximum of and and for each positive integer n 
greater than N, let a sequence, in D(^, P), guaranteed by 
Theorem 1.2, such that 
k=l ^ i=l ^ j=l J 
r(n) 
Then the sum 23 |i(G, ) is less than e and 
k=l ^ 
j(f^(t) + g^(t)) - (f(t) + g(t))j < - f(t)| + |g^(t) 
r(n) . . 
- g(t) <1+1= G, VteT - (U 
^ ^ k=l ^ 
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for all integers n greater than N. Therefore, the sequence {f^ + 
|jL-converges to f -f- g. These results are summarized in the next 
theorem. 
CO CO 
Theorem 2.5. If (f } and {g / , are sequences of functions on 
' ^ Dvn—1 ^ n^n—i 
T to X |JL-converging to the functions f and g on T to X, respectively, 
and if a and g are real numbers, then the sequence (of^ + 
^-converges to C(f + pg. 
The next two theorems show that (^-convergence can be defined in 
a meaningful manner on the set of all equivalence classes determined by 
[J. of functions on T to X. 
CO 
Theorem 2.6. If /f } - is a sequence of functions on T to X that V nJ n=l 
[jL-converges to the function f on T to X, then f^ )j,-converges to the 
function g on T to X if and only if f and g are |j,-equivalent. 
CO 
Proof: Assume first that |i-converges to the function g. 
Let e be a positive real number. Since f f and f -» g, there exists 
n |j, n [1 
a positive integer N such that if n is a positive integer, n > N, then 
there exist sequences and {^j in D(^, P) such that 
q(n) r V p(n) , % 
each of the sums 5* ^(E. ) and ^(F. ) is less than e/2, and 
i=l ^ j=l J 
q(n) 
jf^(t) - f(t)| <1 , VteT - (O and 
i=l 
^ (n), 
1 
P(n) 
I f C t )  -  g(t)| < f  , VtsT - (U 
' n ' ^ j=l J 
Fix n greater than N and let a sequence in D(|i, P) such that 
r q(n) , \ p(n) , . 
U  G =  ( U  E F  ( " ) ) .  
k=l ^ i=l ^ j=l J 
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Then it follows that 
r 
y |J.(G, ) < e, and 
k=l 
|f(t) - g(t)| < |f(t) - f^(t)| + |f^(t) - g(t)| 
r 
< I + I - e, VtsT - (U G ). 
^ k=l 
Therefore, f and g are |i-equivalent. 
CO 
Suppose now that u-converges to f and that f and g are 
[x-equivalent. Let e be a positive real number. Since f^ -> f, there 
exists a positive integer N such that if n is a positive integer with 
n > N, then there exists a sequence in D(p,, P) such that the 
q(n) (n) 
sum > a(E. ) is less than e/2 and 
i=l ^ 
q(n) / >, 
jf (t) - f(t)| <1 , VteT - (U 
^ i=l ^ 
The ^-equivalence of f and g implies the existence of a sequence 
m m 
|f. Y  in D ( ijL j P) such that the sum ^  p^F.) is less than e/2 and 
*• J •'J~l ' j=l^  J 
m 
|f(t) - g(t)| < I , VteT - (U F ). 
j=l : 
For each positive integer n, n > N, let be a sequence in 
D(^, P) such that 
P(n) q(n) fn^  ® 
k=l ^ i=l ^ j=l J 
Hence, if n is a positive integer greater than N, then 
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+ È %(Fj) 
k=l i=l j=l ^ 
< I + ^  = e, and 
- g(t)j  < - f(t)| + ]f(t) - g(t)| 
P(n) ( N 
<1 + 1= e, VteT - (U G ). 
^ ^ k=l K 
GO 
Therefore, the sequence |j,-converges to g. This completes the 
proof. 
CO 
Suppose now that is a sequence of functions on T to X 
and that f^ is [j,-equivalent to the zero function on T to X for 
n = 1, 2, 3, .... Let e be a positive real number and let n be an 
arbitrary positive integer. Since f ~0, there exists a sequence 
{^i^"^li=l^ in D(|jl, P) such that the sum is less than e 
and 
(n). 
I f^(t) - 0| < e, VteT - (\J 
i=I 
Hence, the sequence M^converges to the zero function on T to X. 
CO CO 
If {Fn}n=l sequences of functions on T to X with 
the property that 
f ~g , for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
n n n 
then it follows that g^ - f^ is [i-equivalent to the zero function for 
n = 1, 2, 3, .... Therefore, the sequence ^g^ - f p-converges to 
CO 
the zero function on T to X. .Hence, if [^-converges to a function f 
CO 
on T to X, then Theorem 2.5 implies that the sequence ^g^li-converges 
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to f, also. These results constitute a proof of the next theorem. 
CO 
Theorem 2.7. If the sequence of functions on T to X 
CO 
p-converges to the function f on T to X and if is a sequence 
of functions on T to X with the property that g^ is ji-equivalent to 
CO 
f^ for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., then the sequence M^converges to f. 
Definition 2.5. If a sequence of elements o£ X^/jT and 
if f is in X^/jT, then the statement that {^-converges to f, in 
— — 03 
symbols f -» f, means that the sequence (f } , of functions on T 
n n *• nJn=L 
to X |j,-converges to the function f on T to X. 
Theorem 2.6 shows that the limit under jj,-convergence of a sequence 
H \ '" T,~ 
of elements of X /p, is unique. Theorem 2.7 shows that if the 
sequence f f } of elements of x"^/jT p converges to f in x'^/jT and if 
V n^n—i ^ 
- . CO 
g^ is in X^/(Twith g^ = f^ for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., then j8^/^=2^ also 
[i-converges to f. 
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Definition 2.6. If is a sequence of elements of S'(p, P, 
and if f is in x'^/jT, then the statement that |j,-converges to 
f , in symbols [f^] -» f, means that the sequence of elements of 
X /jT ^ -converges to f. 
Using Theorem 2.6 again, the limit under p,-convergence of a 
CO 
sequence elements of S'(^, P, X) is unique. Theorem 2.7 
CO 
shows that if the sequence ^[f^]of elements of S'(^, P, X) |i-
converges to f in X^/fT and if [g^] is in S'(|j,, P, X) with [g^] = [f^] 
CO 
for n = 1, 2 ,  3, ..., then p-converges to f. 
The following theorem will be needed in order to extend the domain 
of definition of the integral presently defined on S' (|j,, P, X) to a 
34 
larger space. The proof given here is similar to the proof given 
by Bogdanowicz in [l] for Lemma 3. Some differences do occur since 
Bogdanowicz deals only with countably additive set functions defined on 
a pre-ring of sets. 
CO 
Theorem 2.8. If the sequence l[f ] / _, of elements of S'(u,, P, X) 
—  ^ n •'Xi—i 
T is norm Cauchy and |j,-convergent to the zero element of X /|i, then 
lim = 0. 
n->co 
Proof: The fact that if g is in S]_(P, R) and if f is in Sj^(P, X), 
then g-f is in S^(P, X) will be used in the proof. In order to see 
that this is true, consider the following argument. Let g in S^(P, H) 
be given by the equation 
g = 21 a.Xp , a finite sequence in D(.u, P), 
i=l i ^ • 
and f in Sj^(P, X) be given by 
m ^ . m 
f = ^  g-Xp , ^ finite sequence in D(p,, P). 
j=l ^ j j j 
Since P is a proto-ring, for i = 1, 2, ..., n and j = 1, 2, ..., m, 
there exists a finite sequence in D(|i, P) such that 
Then g • f = ^ a. , and it is clear from this 
i=l j=l k=l ^ ^ ijk 
that g • f is in S(P, X). 
CO 
Suppose then that is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements 
T ~ 
of S'Cii, Pj X) that ji-converges to the zero element of X /jj,. Let g^ 
be the function {f^^')| in S^CP, R) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... and let e be a 
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positive real number. In view of the relation 
- fmCc) I ' 
it follows that 
iiu„] - - [fjr-
CO 
This implies that the sequence is norm Cauchy, so there exists 
a positive integer k such that 
(a) r |g^(-) - Sk(')| dp, = Il[g^] - [g^lir < e, Vn > k. 
T 
Since each function g^ is a P-siniple function, if 
k r 1 
A = U {teT: g.(t) > or, 
j=l I j / 
then there exists a finite sequence in D(^, P) such that 
r 
(b) A = A . 
i=l 
The functions and g^, n = 1, 2, 3, are in Sj^(P, R), so it follows 
that ' g^ is also in S^(P, R) for n = 1, 2, 3, .... Since S^(P, R) 
is a linear space, this implies that g - X. * g = (1 - X.)g is in tx XI n n 
S^(P, R). If n is an integer satisfying 1 < n < k, then (1 - Xg^t))g^(t) 
is zero for all t in T. Therefore, if n is an integer, 1 < n < k, then 
f 
(1 - = 0. 
T 
If n is an integer greater than k, then 
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(1 - )(a)S„ • (1 - Xj.)g^  - (1 -
= (1 - - g|^ ) 
<1 8„(-) - Sk(')| . 
where the inequality holds pointwise on T. Statement (a) then implies 
that for all integers n that are greater than k. 
Therefore, 
I (c) I (1 - < e for n = 1, 2, 3, 
Since g^ is a P-siraple function for n = 1, 2 ,  3 ,  it follows that 
the supremum of the set 
|g^ (t): teT and 1 < j < k j 
r 
is a finite real number. Also, ^  ^(A.) is a finite real number. Let 
i=l ^ 
m be a real number greater than each of these two real numbers. 
Suppose now that ariy finite sequence in D(p,, P) and that 
q q ^ 
(d) C = B. and ^ < - . 
j=l J j=l J * 
If'n is an integer and 1 < n < k, then the following relations hold; 
/ <J m • 
< m • — = e. 
m 
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If n is an integer and n > k, then it follows that 
\ • Sn ° + Vk 
2 I :n(') - Sk(-)| + 
where the inequality holds pointwise on T. This implies 
(e) j Xg dp < 2s for n = 1, 2, 3, 
I c n 
T 
03 
Since If f [x-converges to zero, there exists a positive integer 
^ n'n— i 
K such that if n is an integer, n > K, then there exists a sequence 
in D(|i, P) such that < e/m and 
J J j=]^  J 
s(n) , \ 
(f) if t4 O F , then |f^/t)| < ^  . j=l J 
Again using that each of the functions g^ is P-simple, the set 
Cn - {tsT: 
is the union of a finite sequence in D(p, P)• If n is an 
integer greater than K, then it follows that 
C IJ^ for i = 1, 2, ..., m(n). 
^ * . j=l ^ 
Let the intersection be given by 
where is a finite sequence in D(p,, P). Then B.^"^ 
 ^k  ^k— 1 / \ /. . \ ]" 
s(n) p(i,j,n) , X 
is equal to the union D, and this implies that 
3=1 k=l 
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m'y , 
i=l j=l k=l 
s(n) m(n) p(i,j,n) , . 
= ][:: CE ::[: j=l i=l k=l 
< Z  
j=l 
Therefore, by statements (d) and (e) it follows that 
[ %C 
-'rr, n 
(g) / y^n g_dp, < 2e for all integers n > K. 
T 
Also, if n is an integer, n > K, then is a subset of A, and it follows 
that X^(t)(l - X (t)) • g^(t) is zero if t is not in A - and is 
n 
g^(t) if t is in A - C^. Since g^^t) is less than e/m for n > K and t 
in T, it follows that 
\  ^%A ' ?" 2 K-
n 
Therefore, 
(h) r X^(l - Xg )g^d^ < e, Vn > K. 
Now it follows from the definition of the norm, that 
Il[fjj3ir = f g^ dtx 
A  
< J (I - Vs„<J|i. + J X^ d - + J 
T 
and if n is an integer greater than K, the first integral on the 
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dominant side of the inequality is less than e by (c), the second one 
is less than e by (h) and the last one is less than 2e by (g). There­
fore, if n is a positive integer greater than K, then l|[f^]||' is less 
than 4e. Hence, lim H [f ]||' = 0, and this completes the proof. 
n->œ V ® 
Suppose now that {[^^3is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements 
— T ~ 
of S'(p,, Pj X) that |jL-converges to the element f of X /p,. Using the 
linearity and then the continuity of the integral on S'(^, P, X) one 
obtains the inequality 
I I 
/ 5iiC£j - [fjn'. 
/f r 
This implies that the sequence of vectors y ^^n^^'^Jn=l ^^e Banach 
space (X,I I) is norm Cauchy and so has a limit in X. Suppose now that 
is a second norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(p, P, X) 
that jjL-converges to f. Since the difference of norm Cauchy sequences is 
norm Cauchy, the sequence [^f^ l - of elements of S'(^ , P, X) 
is norm Cauchy, and Theorem 2.5 implies that this sequence |jL-converges 
to the zero function on T to X. Therefore, Theorem 2.8 implies that 
lim II[f^] - [g^]ir = 0« 
TL-<° 
The linearity and continuity of the integral on S'(p,, P, X) imply that 
for every positive integer n. 
I I 
\ f  ~  f  < II - [g^ ]ll '. 
T T 
Hence, it follows that 
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I f r 
lira J - lim J = lim | f 
n-^  „ n->= „ n-»® „ 
- f [g ]dpj< lim II [f^] - [g^llf = 0, 
n->» 
and this implies that lim I [f Idjj, and lim | [g ]dp, are the same 
n-»= ^ T n-><23 T 
element of X. It should be noted that if g is a function on T to X 
that is |j,-equivalent to the P-s impie function h on T to X and if one 
f \ " defines k to be h for n = 1, 2 ,  3 ,  then Uk 1 I is a norm Cauchy 
n in /in—i 
sequence of elements of S ' (fi,, P, X) that ji-converges to g in X / 
and 
f 
lim J [k^ ldji, = J [h]d|a. 
T T 
— T ~ * 
Definition 2.7. If f is an element of X /jj, with the property that 
there exists a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(ji, P, X) 
that |j,-converges to f, then the element of X given by lim I [f ]d|j.. is 
r.-«> J T  ^
said to be the integral over T of f with respect to n, or in symbols, 
1 fdp/= lim 1 [f ]dp,. 
•JT n--® -'T 
The symbol K(|j,, P, X) will be used for the set of all elements 
f in x'^/jT such that there exists a norm Cauchy sequence of 
elements of S'(^, P, X) that |j,-converges to f. The discussion pre­
ceding Definition 2.7 shows that if f is in K(ia, P, X), then I fdji 
J r j ,  
exists. The last statement preceding Definition 2.7 shows that if "f"" 
is ^.-equivalent to a P-simple function g on T to X, then 
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J fdH = J [g]d|^ . 
Ï T 
The symbol S(^, P, X) will be used for the set of all f in K(^, P, X) 
such that f is prcquivalent to some P-simple function on T to X. It 
is clear that S'Cp,, P, X) and S(|i, P, X) are isomorphic as linear 
spaces. In this sense, the integral as defined on K(jj,, P, X) is an 
extension of the integral previously defined on S ' (|j,, P, X). 
CO , \ ™ 
Suppose f and g are in K(^, P, X) and and ar 
norm Cauchy sequences of elements of S'(u., P, X) that |j,-converge to 
f and g, respectively. Let a and g be real numbers. Then ^ a[f^ ] 
+ is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(ji, P, X) that 
|j,-converges to cxf + gg, so that 
f 
/ (af + Pg)dn = lim J (a[f^] + 
- /  r » — —  n-<= 2
= a lim r [f^] + p lim 
n-to  ^ " n-Ko  ^
= a J' fdjj, + p J" gdji. 
T T 
It follows from this that K(l^, P, X) is a linear space and that the 
integral defined on K(^ , P, X) is a linear transformation of K(|j,, P, X) 
into X. 
If is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(|J,, P, X), 
then the relations 
lll[fjll' -ll[fjll'l=| Jjf^COldp, - J 
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T 
< f - |fm(')(|dp 
T 
</ Mn(') - dw. 
-II[£J - Cfjil' 
n m" 
shov7 that is a norm Cauchy sequence of real numbers, and 
therefore, has a limit in the real numbers. If and • 
are both norm Cauchy sequences of elements of S'(^, P, X) and if both 
sequences [j,-converge to f in K(u, P, X), then it follows that the 
sequence ^[f^] - in S ' (|ji, P, X) is norm Cauchy and |j,-convergent 
to the zero element of X^/jT. Theorem 2.8 then implies that limH [f ] 
n-« " 
- ' is zero. Hence, because of the relation 
-l![gjjlll' I - [g^lU'.for all positive integers, 
it follows that lim I1 [f ](I ' and lim 1] [g ]||' coincide. Suppose now that 
f and g are in 
n - n n-)co n-<». \ ® \ => 
U\i, P, X) and that and ^[g^l are norm 
Cauchy sequences of elements of S'Cjj,, P, X) p^converging to f and g, 
respectively. Since 1! [f^lll ' is non-negative for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., it 
is clear that lim H [f 111' is also non-negative. If a is a real number. 
n-*33 n 
then 1! [af^lll ' =. I a j • 11 [f 111' for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., so that limll[af^1ll' 
n-*» 
is given by |a )- lim H [f^]|| '. Since j[f^] + [g^]j^_^ is norm Cauchy 
n-fco 
and ^-convergent to f + g, it follows that the limit, lim W[f^] + [g^lH', 
n-*» 
exists, and 
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+ [g^lll ' < lim (flCf^lr + fl[g^]fl') 
n—sxi " 
= lim (! [f^ ][! ' + lim || [g^ l|| '. 
n->32 n-™ 
Theorem 2.8 implies that if f is the zero element of K(^, P, X), then 
lira 11 [f ]I1 ' = 0. Tlie converse is also true; that is, if lim !l[f^ ]l|' = 0, 
n_co n-»co 
then f is the zero element of K(|j,, P, X). This can be proved as 
follows. Suppose that lira [J [f lf| ' =0 and let e be a positive real number. 
n->co 
For each positive integer n, since f^ is a P-simple function, there exists 
a finite sequence in D(u, P) such that if G (s)= -ftsT: If (t) j 
I 1 s(n) * 
then G (e) is the union H. . In particular, the function 
^ i=l ^ 
, X is in S (P, R). Since lim j] [f ]||' = 0, there exists a positive 
 ^ n-= % 
integer N such that for n > K, 
>e}.  
>I|[«„]II' = f f = • ^  
11 T ^ 
= e . i"' 
i=l 
s(n) , y 
Therefore, the sum ) is less than e for all integers n that 
i=l 1 
exceed N, and 
s(n) / \ 
I f (t) - 0 1 < e, VtsT - (U H- )• 
i=l ^ 
This implies that f^ -» 0; hence, f is the zero element of K(^, P, X), 
and this proves the assertion. Finally, if f is |j,-equivalent to the 
P-simple function g on T to X and if = g for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., then 
In-l ^ norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(^, P, X) that 
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|j,-converges to f and lim ll [k^ ]fl' = 11 [glU* • This discussion then 
n-*» 
shows that the functional!! II defined on K(|j,, P, X) in the next definition 
is a norm for K(|jl, P, X) and extends the norm previously defined on 
S'Cij,, P, X) in the same sense that the integral on K(^, P, X) is an ex­
tension of the integral on S'(^ , P, X). 
Definition 2.8. If f is in K(|j., P, X) and if  ^norm 
Cauchy sequence of elements of S'(p,, P, X) that |j.-converges to f, then 
the norm function 11 11 is defined at f to be the real number limit [f ](!', 
n-*» 
or in symbols H f(| = lim |j [f^]|| '. 
n-xo 
In particular, it should be noted that the discussion preceding 
Definition 2.8 and the previous observation that the spaces S'(^ , P, X) 
and S ([J,, P, X) are isomorphic shows that these spaces are isometrically 
isomorphic. Also, since the difference of two functions ^.-equivalent 
to P-simple functions is a function that is ^-equivalent to a P-simple 
function, the space S(^, P, X) is a subs pace of P, X). Henceforth, 
the elements of S(p, P, X) will be called P-simple functions. 
— <= 
If f is in K(^ , P, X) and [^f^ ]is a norm Cauchy sequence of 
elements of S'(p, P, X) that p-converges to f, then j J [f^ ]d^ L < II [f^ ]^!! ' 
since the integral on S'(p,, P, X) is a continuous linear transformation. 
This implies that 
I 
I r fdti = I lim J [f^ld^ I 
T T 
= lim I [f ]d|j, 
n-xo  ^
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< Urn ll[f^ ](l' = llfll, 
n->=o 
so the integral defined on K(ij,, P, X) is a continuous linear transforma­
tion into X relative to the norm topology. 
With f and ^[f^ldefined as in the preceding paragraph, the 
inequalities 
|(.(-)| - IV')||< - V)|' «a 
I If. (')i - ly-) - «ol 
imply that Is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
S'Cp,, P, R) that prconverges to |f(')|. For notational convenience, 
the symbol |f(.)] is used for the element of R^/|i containing jfC*)!» 
Therefore, if f is in K(jj,, P, X), then |f(')| is in K(jj,, P, R). Also, 
the norm of f is given by 
f 11 = lim 11 [f^]!l ' 
n-co 
= lim j [ {fjjCO 1 
= J |f(-)ld|i. 
T 
It should be noted that in the preceding paragraph, the symbol 
|f(*)l is used for the equivalence class |f(-)|. This notation will be 
used consistently throughout the dissertation. 
The following theorem summarizes the results obtained so far for the 
space K(jj,, P, X). 
Theorem 2.9. (a) The space K(|i, P, X) with the topology induced by 
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the norm function H || is a normed linear space, (b) The space S (u, P, X) 
is a subspace of K(,u, P, X). (c) Relative to the norm topology, the 
integral on P, X) is a continuous linear transformation into X. 
(d) If f is in K(u, P, X), then |f(')| is in K(ji, P, R) and 0 fl] = 
1 IfCOldjj,. . 
Suppose now that f is a function on T to R such that f and |f(«)[ 
are jj,-equivalent. If e is a positive real number, then there exists 
•SE. r._. in D(^, P) such that ^  |i(E.) < e, and 
V iJi J- ^ 
,  q  
f(t) - |f(t)| < e, VteT - (U E ). 
' i=l ^ 
It follows from the last inequality that 
q 
f(tX > - e + (f(t)i > - e, VteT - ((J E ). 
i=l 
On the other hand, suppose f is a function on T to R with the property 
that if £ is a positive real number, then there exists a sequence ^F. 
m ^ ^ 
in D(u, P) such that the sura 21 is less than g and 
j=l j 
m 
f(t) > - e, VteT - (U P . ) .  
j=l J 
Then let s be a positive real number and pick in D(^, P) such that 
A 
the sum ^  |i(E.) is less than e/2 and 
i=l ^ 
_ q 
f(t) > - I , VteT - (U E ). 
i=l 
It follows from this that 
q 
f(t) - |f(t)l < e, VteT - (U E ) 
i=l 
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q 
and that ^  u(E.) < s- Hence, f and |f(*)| are fj,-equivalent. 
i=l. ^ 
Definition 2.9. If f and g are elements of K(^, P, R), then f 
is said to be greater than or equal to g, in symbols f > g, if and only 
if |f(') - g(')| is (J,-equivalent to f - g. 
The discussion preceding Definition 2.9 shows that an alternate 
characterization of the relation > is given by the following. If f 
and g are in K(u, P, R), then f > g if and only if for every positive 
real number e, there exists a sequence in D(u, P) such that 
/ |J,(F.) < e and 
j=l J 
m 
f(t) - g(t) > - e, VteT - (U F ). 
j=l J 
If f is in K(u, P, R), then f > f since f(t) - f(t) = 0 is greater 
than - e for any positive real number e and all t in T. Suppose that 
f and g are in K(u, P, R) and that f > g and g > f. Let é be a positive 
real number and let and be sequences in D(p,, P) such 
n m 
that ^  nCE.) < e/2, ^  |i(F.) < e/2, and 
i=l ^ j=l J 
n 
f(t) - g(t) > - e, VtsT - ((J E.), 
i=l 1 
m 
g(t) - f(t) > - e, VteT - ( U F.). 
j=l ^ 
Let be a sequence in D(^, P) such that 
IJ G = (U E ) (\J F ), 
k=l ^ i=l ^ j=l j 
q 
Then it follows that 2_ ^(G,) < s and 
k=l 
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q 
( f ( t )  - g(t)l < e, VtsT - ( U  G ). 
k=l 
Therefore, f is |j,-equivalent to g and f = g. Suppose now that f, g 
and h are in K(p, P, R) and that f > g and g > h, and let e be a 
positive real number. Then there exists sequences and 
n • m ^ ^  ^ ^ 
in D(^ , P) such that ^  |i(E.) < e/2, %_ |j,(F.) < e/2 and 
i=l ^ j=l J 
n 
f(t) - g(t) > - ~ , VteT - (U E ), and 
^ i=l 
m 
g(t) - h(t) > - I , VteT - (U F ). 
^ j=l J 
Let be a sequence in D(^, P) such that 
q n m 
U  ( U  E  )  ( U  F J .  
k=l ^ i=l j=l j 
q 
Then it follows that ^  ^(G.) < e, and 
k=l 
q 
f(t) - h(t) > - e, VteT - (U G  ) ,  
k=l ^ 
so that f > h. Therefore, the relation > on K(p, P, R) is a partial 
order relation. 
Theorem 2.10. If f and g are in K(^ , P, R) and f > g, then 
I  fdjj, > I  gdjjL. jij J ij 
Proof: If f and g are in K(ji, P, R) and if f > g, then [f(.) - g( 
iç |j,-equivalent to f - g. Therefore, it follows that 
jT (f - g)d^  = J I f(') - g(0 |d|i. 
Theorem 2.9.d and the fact that f - g is f - g imply that 
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J' (f - g)diji = (f - g)dij. 
T T 
= 11 f - gll 
= II f - gll 
> 0. 
Therefore, the linearity of the integral gives the result that 
I > I gd^,, and this completes the proof. 
Jqt J rjt 
In order to investigate the properties of K(|i, P, X) more fully, 
it is necessary to study relations between norm and ^^convergence . 
more deeply. In the following theorems, the statement that a condition 
is "almost uniform" means that for every positive real number e, •"here 
f ^ n 
exists a sequence in D(^, P) such that ^  IJ-(E^) < s and the 
n i=l 
condition holds uniformly on T - (L_J E.). A statement is true 
i=l ^ 
"almost everywhere" if it is true on the complement of a ji-null set. 
If more than one p-volume is under consideration, then, of course, it 
is necessary to specify the almost uniform and almost everywhere 
properties with respect to the proper p-volume. 
Theorem 2.11. If in S([j,, P, X) is norm Cauchy, then 
CO 
{^ n}n=l H-Cauchy. 
Proof: Note that if is a [j,-Cauchy sequence of functions 
CO 
on T to X and if is a sequence of functions on T to X such that 
CO 
g ~h for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., then (g } .is also u-Cauchy. The truth 
*n ^  n l°nJn=l ^ •' 
of this statement may be seen by the following argument. Let e be a 
positive real number. For every positive integer n let 
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q(?) (n) 
be a sequence in D(p,, P) such that |i(E^ ) < e/3 and 
i=l 
q(n) , . 
jh (t) - g, (t) I <1 ' VteT - (U E I*/). 
n n -> 
Let N be a positive integer such that n, m > N implies there exists a 
sequence in D([j,, P) such that ^ < T 
I J J J j=2 J • 
and 
p(n,m) , \ 
|h^ (t) - h^ (t)l <1 , VteT - ( \J 
For each pair of integers n, m > N, let }^k=i™^ ^ sequence in 
D(p,, P) such that 
U ^ = (U^ E E ^ 
k=l ^ i=l ^ i=l j=l J 
r(n,m) , . 
If n, m > N, then it follows that n(G, ) < e, and 
k=l 
{gn(t) - g^(t)l < |g^(t) - h^(t)| + Ih^(t) - h^(t)| 
+ < 3 + 3 + 3 = G' 
r(n,m) , . 
VteT - ( U GJ ' O. 
k=l 
CO 
Therefore, the sequence ^-Cauchy. 
Let^ |^^ _^  be a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of S Co., P, X). 
For n = 1, 2, 3, ..., let g^ be an element of S^^C?, X) such that 
g ~ f . The-note at the beginning of this proof makes it clear that 
 ^ 00 
it is sufficient to show that is ^-Cauchy to complete the 
proof. Therefore, suppose e is a positive real number and that for 
each pair of positive integers n and m, F^ is the set given by 
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V. - M :  |Sn(t) - 2 4-
Since each g is in (P, X), there exists a sequence 
 ^ s(n,in) , , 
in D(^ , P) such that F = (J Then )L is in S (P, X) 
™ k=I nm 
and, pointwise on T, 
e . Xp < - S^ (')I, for all n and m. 
nm 
There exists an integer N such that if n, m > N, then 
>'l^ n - y  - îm" 
T 
> e r Xp d|A 
J nm rj, nm 
- c • 
k=I 
Hence, for n, m > N, it follows that < e and that 
s (n,m) 
z  
k=l 
|g (t) - g (t)| < e, VtsT - ( Lj( ^ 
k=l 
GO 
Therefore, is prCauchy, and this completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.12. If n is countably additive and if jf^in S(^, P 
03 
is -norm Cauchy, then there is a subsequence of ^f^that is almost 
uniformly Cauchy. 
Proof: Let k be a positive integer. By Theorem 2.11, there 
exists an integer n(k) such that if p, q > n(k), then there exists a 
sequence in D(^, P) such that <2 ^ and 
^ J J J--L J 
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, s (p, q) , , 
|f (t) - f (t)l < 2"*, VteT - ( (J G;P'4/). 
P q j=i J 
Let be n(l) and for j = 2, 3, 4, let be the maximum of 
n. ^ + 1 and n(j). Then n^ < n^ < n^ < ... and ^f^ |is a subsequence 
kLr {=f')îS' sesnenco (c! in 
D([j,, P). Let e be a positive real number and pick k to be a positive 
- Ck-1") integer such that 2 < e- Then 
f <f 2- . < .. 
in=k j=l m=k 
and if j > i > k, then 
|£„,(0 - <Z. (t) 
m=i m m-1 
-(i-1) 
< 2 
< < e, VteT - (IJ \J 
m=l j=l ^ 
CO 
Therefore, the sequence |f > is almost uniformly Cauchy, and this 
Vk=l 
completes the proof. 
Suppose now that is a sequence of elements of S(y,, P, X) 
00 
such that is almost uniformly Cauchy. For each positive integer 
k, let be a sequence in D(p,, P) such that ^2 ) < 1/k J Jj=l - j=l J 
tn(k) . 
and if • G. , then f^ is uniformly Cauchy on T - F^. Let F 
j=l ^ 
be O F , so that F is ji-null. Since if [ , is uniformly Cauchy on 
kt k l n y n j. =1 
T - F^ for each k and since T - F is equal to W (T - F^^, then 
k=l 
is Cauchy almost everywhere. Also, if the function f on T to X is 
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defined by 
f(t) = 
lim f (t), VteT - F, 
n 
ti"*» 
0, VteF 
then f(t) = lim f_(t) for all t in T - for k = 1, 2, 3, Since 
n 
n-^  -J 06 
the sequence uniformly Cauchy on T - F^, it uniformly con­
verges to f on T - Fjç for k = 1, 2 ,  3, .... Therefore, the sequence 
CO 
/f } _ converges almost uniformly to f. Hence, if e is a positive 
I njn-I q 
real number, then there exists a sequence in D(p„ P) such that 
S / jir(E.) < e and there exists a positive integer N such that if 
i=l ^ 
n > N, then 
q 
If^ (t) - f(t)l < e, VteT - (0 E.) 
i=l 
CO 
This implies that the sequence |i,-converges to f. 
Suppose now that |i is countably additive and that is a norm 
Cauchy sequence of elements of S(^, P, X). Theorem 2.11 implies that 
the sequence is ^-Cauchy, and Theorem 2.12 implies there exists 
00 . . CO 
a subsequence <f > of <f f . that is almost uniformly Cauchy. 
_ I °k/k=i  ^"'*=1 
Therefore, there exists a function f on T to X such that <f > 
 ^^ k'k=l 
|j,-converges to f. Let e be a positive real number. There exists a 
positive integer such that if n, m > N^, then there exists 
-(g^ (ti,in)}sfr,m) p) such that  ^^ < e/2 and 
I'.C:) - I <1 • 
There exists a positive integer N2 such that if m > N2, then there 
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exists &. in D(^, P) such that ^  n(F. < c/2 and 
I J JJ-J- J 
r(m) , X 
I f  (t) - f(t)l <f VteT - (0 F I )). 
j=l ^ 
Let N be the maximum of and N^. If m > N, let "^}i=l^ D(^, P) 
be such that 
ILV^  E.(m) = ( ? (")). 
i=l ^ k=l j=l ^ 
q (m) , ^ 
It follows that pXE. < e and 
i=l ^ 
If^ (t) - f(t)| < |f^ (t) - f^  (t)j 4 |f^  (t) - f(t)l 
m m 
q (m) ( >. 
<1 + f = G, VteT - (U ). 
^ ^ i=l 
Hence, the sequence ]n=l M^converges to the function f on T to X. 
The next theorem summarizes these results. 
Theorem 2.13. If p, is countably additive and if {^Yi}n=l ^ norm 
Cauchy sequence of elements of S (jj,, P, X), then there exists an 
element f in X /u such that f — f. 
n n 
The next theorem establishes the relationship between norm convergence 
and ^^convergence. It also shows that relative to the norm topology, 
S(|jL, P, X) is a dense subspace of K(^ , P, X). 
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that a norm Cauchy sequence of 
elements of K(^, P, X) and that f is in K((j,, P, X) . Then the sequence 
^^n^n=l converges to f if and only if it (j,-converges to f. 
Proof: Suppose first that ^ f^is a norm Cauchy sequence of 
elements of S(|j,, P, X) that p^ converges to f in K(|j,, P, X). Let n(l) 
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be a positive integer such that 
(If - f ii < Vn, m > n(l). 
n m 
For k = 2, 3, 4, let n(k) be a positive integer greater than 
n(k - 1) such that 
II f - f li < 2 ^  , Vn, m > n(k). 
n m — 
Then nCl^ < n(2) < n(3) < ..., so that ^ subsequence of 
{fn}n=l 
" «nCk) - ^nw" < 2'' • 2 k-
Fix k and let g be f . - f , x. Then i g f , is a norm Cauchy 
n(k) n(m) L®mjm=l 
sequence of elements of S([i., P, X) that jj,-converges to f^^^^ - f. 
Therefore, it follows that 
"\(k) " ""iiy 
tn-ico 
= Urn 11 - f 
in-*<= 
< 2-k. 
This implies that limllf^^^^ - fl] = 0. Since is norm Cauchy and 
k-œ 
since 11 f - f (I < 11 f - f ,, Jl +0 f \ - f||, it then follows that 
n — n nCk; n(k) 
lim II f - fll = 0. 
n-*=  ^
Suppose now that ^f^j^ ^ is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
K(^, P, X) that ^-converges to f in K([j,, P, X). For each positive 
integer n, there exists a norm Cauchy sequence \h^ jk=l P, X) 
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—' — (n) 
that 1.1-converges to f . By the first part of this proof, limllh 
" k->o= 
- f^ Il = 0. Hence, let in S(^ , P, X) and D(^ , P) 
q(n) 
be chosen such that || g - f 11 < 2 < 2 ^  
n n i=l 1 
q(n) , . 
|g (t) - f (t) I < 2"" , VteT - (U E i n u 
The inequalities 
and 
II Sn - V ^"8* - fjl +11 - gi + II - gjl , and 
|g^ (t) - f(t)| < |g^ (t) - f^ (t)| + jf^ Cc) - f(t)| , VteT 
together with the properties of the sequence and the choice 
of the sequence i^ply that ^0^)0=1 norm Cauchy and 
jjL-convergent to f. Since each g^ is in S((j,, P, X), the first 
part of the proof implies that limll g - fl] = 0. Therefore, it 
n->ocj 
follows that 
lim II f^ - f|| < lim (llf^ - gjl +11 g^ - fll) 
n->=o n-»=» 
= lim I] f^ - g^Il + limll S - fll = 0. 
n-»oo n-*» 
Suppose now that is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
K([j,, P, X), that f is in K(]j,, P, X) and that limll f^  - fll = 0. Let 
03 
be f^ - f for n = 1, 2, 3, .... Then is a norm Cauchy 
sequence and limll k^tl = 0. It must be shown that M'"* 
n 
n-^  
to zero in order to complete the proof. Let h^ in S^(P, X) and 
in D(|j,, P) be chosen such that [] h - k 0 < 2 
I  J J J—1 ^ ^ 
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" and ][: p.cF.i"') < 2-
M J 
Ik (t) - h (t)| <2"" , VteT - (U 
n n j=]^  J 
(t.). 
Since h 11 <11 h - k [j + [j k 11, it follows that lim II h 11 = 0. Let e be 
n — n n n n 
n-«5 
a positive real number. Since each h^ is an element of S^(P, X), the 
set 
Gjc) = |tsT: |\(t)| > e| 
is equal to the union of a finite sequence in D(^, P). 
There exists a positive integer N such that n > N implies that 
>11 h II = j Ih (•)! d|j, 
n J 1 n I 
n 
> G j 
= e • Z' 
i=l 
s(n) / \ 
Therefore, if n > N, then ^(H. ) < e and 
i=l ^ 
s(n) , \ 
|h (t) - 0 I < G, VteT - (U H ). 
i=l 
For each positive integer n, let be a sequence in D(^, P) 
such that 
U" E (") = (u^ F H (*)): 
i=l j=l J i=l 
P(n) 
Then it follows that ^  < 2 ^  + e and 
i=l ^ 
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p(n) , \ 
< 2"^ + e, VteT - ( 
• i=l 1 
Therefore, the sequence {j,-converges to zero. This completes 
the proof. 
Suppose now that {fn}n=l ^ norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
— T 
K(|j,, P, X) that )i-converges to f in X /^. As in the proof of the 
second half of Theorem 2.14, there exists a norm Cauchy sequence 
in S(^, P, X) such that II f^ - gjl < 2 " and jg^ jj,-converges to f. 
It follows from this that f is in K((x, P, X), and then Theorem 2.14 
implies that {f^}^_^ norm converges to f. 
If p, is countably additive and in K([j,> P, X) is a norm 
Cauchy sequence, then let ^on}n=l ® sequence in S(|a,, P, X) such that 
IIf - g II < 2 for n = 1, 2, 3, .... Then {g } _ in S (jj,, P, X) is 
n n in/n—1 
norm Cauchy so that Theorem 2.13 implies there exists an element f 
in x'^ /pT such that ji-converges to f. The previous paragraph 
then shows that f is in K(|j,, ?, X) and lim || g - fll = 0. Therefore, it 
n-*o 
follows that 
lim H f - f II < lira II f - g II + lim II g - f 11 = 0. 
n ~ n n n 
n-co n-Ko n-œ 
Hence, this proves the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.15. If ^  is a non-negative countably additive p-volutne 
on P, then K(|j,, P, X) is a complete normed linear space. 
If jj, is not countably additive it is not necessarily true that K(^ , 
P, X) is complete. The following example is a K(|j,, P, X) space that 
is not complete. 
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Example 2.1. Let T be the set of all positive integers. Let P 
be the collection of all subsets E of T such that E is empty, E is 
finite, T - E is finite or T - E is empty, The union of two finite 
sets is finite, while the union of the complement of a finite subset 
of T with any element of P is the complement of a finite or empty subset 
of T. Hence, P is closed under the operation of union. A similar 
argument shows that P is closed under differences, so P is an algebra. 
Hence, it is certainly a proto-ring. Define the set function p, on P 
by the following equations: 
r ^ A 1 r 1 q 
ti(0) = 0, ^ , q finite and eP, and 
|jt(T - E) = 2 - |j,(E) if E is finite or empty. 
Since P is an algebra of sets, it is only necessary to check the ad-
ditivity of p, on pairs of disjoint elements of P. Let A and B be disjoint 
elements of P. If each of A and B is finite, then it is clear that 
[jl(AUB) = |j,(A) + p,(B). If one of the sets, A for example, is the 
complement of a finite set in P, then B must be finite since 
A/)B is empty. Let B be the set iri P. Since A and B are 
disjoint, it follows that is a subset of Therefore, 
AUB is given by 
AUB = I - ({nJ.'j -
so that 
H(AUB) = 2 - - {m. 
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- ' - i - k ' i P  
= |J,(A) + p,(B). 
Therefore, n is finitely additive; it is not countably additive since 
C O  C O  
p,(T) is 2, T is {i} and is 1. Let f be the function on 
i=l J i=l * 
T to R given by 
" \isT:ijCi}' * " "" 
'{ieT:m-M<i5i}' If n is greater than m, then f^ - f^ = ^n1' that 
f - f 
m 
T 
-n » • / iy-'- vj,, 7 
Hence, the sequence is norm Cauchy. Suppose that for some f 
in K(ia,, P, R), 
lim II f - f^II = 0. 
n-x® 
Theorem 2.14 implies that f -> f. Let n„ be in T and pick Ô to be a 
n |i 0 
real number such that 0 < 6 < 1/2^^. There exists a positive integer 
N, greater than n^, such that if n > N, then there exists a finite 
sequence in D(ij,, P) such that < 5 and 
I J •' j=2 j 
q(n) 
(f (m) - f(m) 1 < 6, VmeT - ( U F. 
^ j=l J 
(n). 
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q(n) , . 
Since |i({nj) = l/2"0 > 6, n^  is in T - ( Q for all n > N so 
that 
jf^ n^Q) - fCng)! < 6, Vn > N. 
Since N is greater than n^, if n > N, then f^Cn^) is 1. Hcnce, it 
follows that 
[1 - fCn^)! < Ô. 
Since 6 is any positive real number less than 1/2^0, this implies that 
fCn^) is 1. Since n^ v:as arbitrary, it follows that f(n) is 1 for all 
n; that is, f is the function Xj,. However, Xj. " f^  is 
this implies that 
II f - fjl = 11 Xp - fjl = M.C{i: i > n}) 
. 1. 
= 2 - ii({i: i <n)) = 2 - JT i 
i=l ^ 
Hence, it follows that 
lim 11 f - fJl = 1, 
n-Ko 
C O  
and this is a contradiction. Therefore, if r does not converge, and 
^ nJn—1 
KCji, P, R) is not complete. ' 
The next two theorems give some conditions for f to be in K(|j,, P, X) 
when p, is only finitely additive. The second theorem also has the 
restriction that P is a proto-algebra. 
Theorem 2.16. If jj, is only finitely additive and if f is in 
K([j., P, X), then for every positive real number e, there exist sequences 
62 
and in D(^, P) and a positive real number S(e) 
such that is empty for all i and j, and 
^ (e),  
a) ^|J,(G < s, 
M ' 
b) for 1  =  1 ,  2 ,  ..., q, |f(t^) - fCt^) 1 < e, Vt^, 
c) lf(t)| < e, YtsT - [((2/ E,(*))UC L; G. (*))], and 
i=l j=l J 
m -, 
d) |f(t)| <S(e), Vtsï - ({J g is;),  
j=l J 
Proof: Suppose that f is in K(jj,, P, X) and let e be a positive 
real number. Let g be an element of S^(P, X) and |G. a sequence 
- and in D(jj,, P) such that 2Z ) < e
j=l j 
m (e), |f(t) - g(t)| < f  ,  V t e T  -  ( U  G 
j=l J 
Let the P-simple function g be given by ^  a.'X^ where is in 
m i 
D(p,, P). Since ® finite sequence. Theorem 1.1 implies 
m , X , ->p(i) 
that A. - G. ) is the union of a (finite) sequence (Hj^k/k=l 
^ j=l ^ q 
in D(p,, P) for i = 1, 2 ,  s. Let be the collection 
i = l ,  2 ,  . . . , s ; j = l ,  2 ,  p ( i ) |  o r d e r e d  a s  a  s e q u e n c e .  
( p )  
I f  t^ and t^ are in for 1 <i <q, then 
|f(t^) - fftg)] < |f(t^) - S(t^)| + |g(t^) - gCt^)] + jgCCg) 
- fCCg) f < 1 + 0 + 1= e. 
Since g is in S^(P, X), the supremum, M of the set ^g(t)| : tgïj is 
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finite. Let S(e) be M + e. Then it follows that 
|f(t) 1 < |f(t) - g(t)l + |g(t)| 
ni / \ 
< e + M = S(e), VteT - (U 
j=i ^ 
Also, if t belong to T - [ ( (J  E. ® )U ( U G. ^ )], then g(t) is zero, 
i=l 1 j=l J 
so that 
|f(t) I = 1 f(t) - g(t) I < 6. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.17. If P is a proto-algebra, is only finitely additive 
and f is |ji-equivalent to a bounded function, then f is in K(^ , P, X) 
if and only if for every positive real number e, there exist sequences 
and such that the non-empty 
elements of A^U A^ form a P-partition of T and such that 
ro / \ 
i) 22 ^ (G. ® ) < e, and 
j=l J 
ii) |f(t^) - f^t^)) < e, Vt^, i = 1, 2, ..., n. 
Proof: Suppose f is in K([x, P, K) and let e be a positive real 
number. Theorem 2.16 implies the existence of A^  = |g^   ^/j=l 
A^  = in D(p,, P) such that 
a) X. <f < e, 
j=l J 
b) |f(t^) - f(t^)l <1 <e, Vt^, i = 1, 2, ..., q, 
q , \ 
c) |f(t)l <1 , VteT - (U 
i=l 
Since P is a proto-algebra, there exists in D(^, P) such that 
T = l_j A.. Therefore, the difference T - G. " )l^(0 E. " ) 1 
' k m , , q , ' i=l ^ -
is given by (A. - [( U G. )U(0 E )]) and 
i=l j=l J i=l 
m / . q , > / \P(i) 
A. - [(U G. )U(U E. ) 1 is the union of a sequence 
1 j=l j i=l ^ ^ j 
in D([j,, P) for i = 1, 2, k. Since the sequence ^ A^ is in 
D(^ , P)J the collection ô defined by 
§ = : j = 1, 2, p(i); i = 1, 2, ..., k|, 
is a pairwise disjoint collection. Let be the collection ô ordered 
as a sequence and let E be the elements of Zi". q+i q-i-Z n z 
If ^ 2 is the sequence in D(^ , P), then it is clear that the 
non-empty elements of form a P-partition of T. If t^ and t^ 
fe^ 
are in E^ for i = q 4- 1, q + 2, n, then by c), it follows that 
|f(t^) - fCt^)] < |f(t^) j + < e. 
Suppose now that foi every positive real number e, there exists 
and A^ = {^i^^^li=l s^ch that the non-empty elements 
of A^UA2 form a P-partition of T and such that statements i) and ii) 
are satisfied. For each positive integer k, let & be 2 ^  and let A, (k) 
f , (e^ )\n(k) 
= jCj J 2=1 A2 (k) = |e^ Ji-l sequences associated 
with e^. Let F' (k) be the P-partition of T determined by the non­
empty elements of A^(k) IJA^Ck). Since T is non-empty, at least one of 
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A^ (k) and (k) must contain a non-empty set. However, one of 
A^(k) and may contain only the empty set for some values of k. 
Therefore, if T'(k) contains only elements of A^(k) or only elements 
of (k), then let r(k) be r'(k)U{0}; otherwise, TCk) is defined to be 
r'(k). Let r(k) be the sequence and let the elements of 
r(k) be indexed in a manner such that 
eAj(k) for i = I ,  2 ,  ..., r(k), and 
Hi^^^eA2(k) for i = r (k) + 1, ..., p(k) . 
Suppose now that fi' is a P-partition of T that refines F' (k) 
for some fixed integer k. If IXk) is F'Ck), then let Q be 0' ; 
otherwise, Q is defined to be n'u{0}. Let Q be the sequence {p. j._, 
f (k)  ^  ^
and let \F,.r. , be the subcollection of Q such that H. is 
s(i)  ^
1 J . F... Then it follows that 
j=i 
r(k) s(i) r^ ) . . m(k) (e ) 
Z r 1 = z ) <2'\ and 
i=l j=l i=l ^ j=l J 
|f(tj^ ) - fCt^ )! < 2 Vt^ , t2eFij, j = 1, 2, s(i);i = r(k) 
"{"1, •••, p (k) , 
where the last inequality follows because F., is a subset of some 
element of for the values of i and j indicated. In general, sup­
pose n* is a refinement of the P-partition determined by A^ and A2 
sequences satisfying i) and ii). If Q is fi' in case neither A^ nor 
A2 contains only the empty set and Q is Q'U (0| otherwise, then there 
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ion 
exist subcollections and of Q such that 0 is O^U and and 
ordered as sequences satisfy i) and ii), respectively. 
Let §'(1) be F'(1) and ô(l) be 1(1). For each positive integer 
k greater than 1, let §'(k) be a P-partition of T which refines 
§'(k - 1) and T'Ck). If T(k) is r'(k), then let §(k) be |'(k); other­
wise, 5(k) is defined to be ô'(k)U{0}- l^et ô(k) be the sequence 
^F.and assume this sequence is indexed in such a manner that 
for a fixed integer e(k) with 1 < e(k) <w(k), the subcollection 
5. (k) = of ô(k) satisfies condition i) and the subcollect  
"1 J J j-1 
ôgCk) = of |(k) satisfies condition ii) . Let be any 
choice function on P - 10j; that is, if E is in P - ^ 0|, then \li(E) is an 
element of E. Define the function g^ on T to X by 
w(k) , . 
Sk = )^)%p (k), k = 1, 2, 3, 
j=l ^ j 
so that g^ is clearly in S^(P, X). If f is |j,-equivalent to the bounded 
function g on T to X, then f is g. Hence, it is sufficient to prove 
the theorem under the assumption that f is bounded. This condition on 
f will be assumed. The proof is completed by showing that the sequence 
{^k^k-1 Cauchy and that it [x-converges to f. 
If and are P-partitions of T, then ^  pXE^) and 
m ^ ^ 
y p(F.) are equal, so there exists a real number such that S 
j=l J 
/. V n 
exceeds ^  |J.(E.) for all P-partitions Since f is bounded, 
i=l 
there exists a real number S, greater than S^, such that 
|f(t)| < S, VteT. 
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It should be kept in mind throughout the remainder of this proof that 
for each g^, if t is in T, then g^(t) is the function f evaluated at 
some point t^ in T. Also, since [i is only finitely additive, all 
sequences in D(p,, P) are finite. Let be a sequence in 
D(p,, P) such that 
and let T -
= (U^ F F 
j=l ^ j=l ^ j=l ^ 
„(n,m), .. „(n.i«) . /„Cn.iii)ls(n,m) ( Û C("'")) be given by J «here f";" 
j-1  ^ i=l ' ' ' 
p (n, m) , X 
is in D()i, P) . If t is in , then 
3=1 j 
Igjj(t) - g^ (t) 1 < 2S, Vn, m. 
Let e be a positive real number and pick N to be a positive integer such 
-N s(n,m) , X 
that 2 < e/7S. Suppose that n >m > N and that t is in . 
i=l ^ 
Then for some integers and k^ with e(n) -I- 1 < w(n) and 
e(m) + 1 < k„ <w(m), t is in Since I* (n) refines 5'(m), 
2 tci kg 
it follows that contains F^^^. Hence, the inequalities follow: 
k, ki 
|gn(c) - g^(t)| < |g^(t) - f (%<&("))) 
+ |f(4(F(^ ))) - f(4KF(*)))| + |f(1((F^ ®^ )) - g^ (t) j  
< 2"" + 2~® + 2"™ < 3.2'®. 
Therefore, pointwise on T, 
p(n,m) s(n,m) 
l^ n^ ') • \;.(n,in) + 3'%  ^j=l J 1=1 1 
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This implies that 
" 8  ^ - 8m" 3 2S(2"" + 2"*) + S-Z"* - S 
,  -m ' —N 
< )'S 2 < 7S • 2 < e. 
Therefore, the sequence {g^norm Cauchy, 
It remains to show that {g f |j,-converges to f. Let e be a 
I nJn—J. 
-N 
positive real number and pick the positive integer N such that 2 < e. 
e(n) X X e(n) , . 
If n > N, then 5^ lx(F. ) < 2 < e, and if t is in T - (IJ F. ), 
pi J j=i j 
then t is in for some integer with e(n) + 1 < < wCn). Hence, 
it follows that for n > N, 
|g (t) - f(t)l = |f(*(?("))) - f(t)l 
n KQ 
e(n) , . 
< 2"^  < e, VteT - ( 0 F. * 
j=l j 
Therefore, the sequence |i-converges to f, and this completes the 
proof. 
It should be noted that in each of the two preceding theorems, 
the restriction that jj, is only finitely additive is necessary for the 
CO 
proofs given, since a difference A - (B.), where A, B , B , ... are 
i=l 1 ^ ^ 
in P, is not necessarily a countable union of elements of P. As an 
example of where this fails, let P be the proto-algebra of Example 1.1. 
Let be the set of all rational numbers in [0, 1]. Then (0, 1) 
C O  
is in P and |q.j is in P for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., but (0, 1) - ( U is 
i=l 
not a countable union of elements of P. Suppose it is true that P is a 
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proto-ring of sets having the property that if A, B^, ... are 
C O  
in P, then A - B.) is a countable union of elements of P. The proof 
i=l 1 
given for Theorem 2.16 is then valid without the restriction that p, be 
only finitely additive. In particular, it may be noted that Theorem 
2.16 is true without the restriction on ^  if P is a a-algebra of sets. 
This added restriction on P, even if one allows countably infinite P-
partitions, does not seem to be enough to permit the removal of the 
restriction on p, in Theorem 2.17. One runs into difficulty in trying 
to define the sequence this case. 
If P is a proto-algebra and if iji is a choice function on P -
then the iji-integral of f with respect to the p-volume jj, is the limit 
s 
under refinement, when it exists, of sums of the form ^  f(iji(F.))tJ.(F.) 
s j=l J J . 
where ^ partition of T. This integral will be denoted 
($) ! fdfJ,. 
J  Y  
Corollary 2.17.1. If p, is only finitely additive, P is a proto-
algebra, f is in K(|j,, P, X) and f is [j,-equivalent to a bounded function, 
then f is iji-integrable for all choice functions \jr on P - •{'0| and 
f fd|j, = (f) r fdjj,. 
J T J  n  t   T  
Proof: Assume f is ^-equivalent to the bounded function f^ on T 
n 
to X and let S be as in the proof of Theorem 2.17. That is, ^  1J,(E,) < S 
n 
for all P-partitions and 
j f^ (t) 1 < S, VteT. 
Let e be a positive real number and $ = the P-partition in the 
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statement of Theorem 2.17 corresponding to s/4S with "[p. j. ^ the 
. . P f t * 
sequence and yjjj=n-}.i ^2 sequence. Suppose that r= is a 
,s(j) 
P-partition that refines §. Let be the subcollection of F 
s(j) 
such that G.^, for j = 1, 2, p. Then |f^(t) - f^(liCG^^))[ 
< 2S for all t in T and for i = 1, 2, ..., s(j) and j = 1, 2, p. 
Also, |f^(t) - f^(ili(G^^)) I < e/2S for t in i = 1, 2, s(j) 
and j = n + 1, p. Let g be the P-simple function 
m 
i=l i 
Then it follows that 
J fâli - Z = J - J gdp 
/ («1 - Î1 )dp, 
- f • S(')| du 
T 
n s(j) p s(j) 
_<as.ZZ .(V+B- .(V 
^ Is • ® 
, (i|;) / fdp, exists and is equal to / fdjj,. This completes the 
T T 
Therefore 
proof. 
It should be noted that the choice of the P-partition § in the 
proof of the corollary was independent of the choice function ){;. In 
this sense, the function f in the statement of the corollary is 
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uniformly ihtegrrlile x-'ith respect to the set of all choice functions 
on P - (0}. 
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III. THE SPACE H(T, P) AND THE INTEGRAL FOR P-VOLll>IRS OF 
BOUNDED VARIATION 
It is assumed throughout this chapter that T is a non-void set and 
that P is a proto-ring of subsets of T with the property that U(E:EeP} 
is T. The set functions considered in this chapter are p-volumes de­
fined on P and if the supreinum of the set 
[u(E^) I : is a finite sequence in D(|i,, P)| 
is finite, then [j, is said to be of bounded variation. The set of all 
p-volumes on P that are of bounded variation is denoted by H(T, P). 
The space H(T, P) is of course a linear space under pointwise operations. 
All of the p-volumes considered in this chapter are assumed to be of 
bounded variation. Finally, as in the previous chapter, (X,| |) is a 
Banach space with norm I I, and R denotes the real numbers' with the usual 
norm. 
•It may be noted that if P is a proto-algebra and if jj, is a non-
negative p-volume, then jj, is in H(T, P). This observation follows from 
the fact that if {P-are finite sequences in D(|i, P) 
n ^ m . j j 
with (J E. contained in F., then 
i=l ^ j=l ^ 
i=l j=l J 
This implies that if and |f^ lj=l P-partitions of T, then 
n m 
Z ) = Z ;(F ), 
i=l ^ j=l ^ 
and that the supremum of the set 
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^ ^ ^ finite sequence in D(p, P)^ 
is less than or equal to ^  where is a P-partition of T. 
i=l 
If P is only a proto-ring, then it need not be true that every non-
negative p-volume belongs to H(T, P). An example of this is provided 
by Lebesque measure defined on the Lebesque measurable subsets of R. 
Suppose now that [j, belongs to H(T, P) and that is a finite 
sequence in D(^, P). Since |j.(E^), i = 1, 2, n, satisfies the 
inequalities 
- |P^E.) 1 <,U(E.) < |^(E.)|, 
it follows that 
- Z it'CVl ïZ liC'P < É 
i=l ^ i=l i=l 
Therefore, if E is in P, then both the infimura and the supremum of the 
set 
Ç n f •) ^  
S ^ M.(E.): iE.|\_ is a finite sequence in D(|j,, P) 
li= l  ^  t  i J i  i  
and 
U E CE I 
1-1 J 
are finite real numbers since p is in H(T, P). 
Definition 3.1. If jj, is in H(T, P) and if E is in P, then the 
— 
functions n and ' are defined on P to R by the equations 
+ ( ^ r "i " 
.|j, (E) = sup ^ p(E^ ): is a finite sequence in D(^ , P) 
I i=l 
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and E.CEJ, 
i=l ^ 
r n , . n 
p, (E) = inf < |J,(E.): {e. is a finite sequence in D(^ , P) 
li=l ^ L 1^1 i 
and E.C eI. 
i=l ^ J 
It should be noted that since {0] belongs to D^ii, P), it follows 
that jj,.^(E) > 0 and that ^ (E) <0 for all E in P. 
Suppose now that p, is in H(T, P) and that |F. is in D(jj,, P). 
n J 
Assume also that F. belongs to P. Let e be a positive real number 
, .k(j) 
and for j = 1, 2, n, choose a finite sequence jE..f._. in D(p,, P) 
k(j) 
such that M E..CF. and 
i=i J 
k(i) 
H'^ CF ) - ^ M.(E ) <u+(F ). J 2^ i=l J j 
Since for each positive integer m, m < n, the collection 
|e^ :^ i = 1, 2, . , k(j); j = 1, 2, mj 
m k(j) 
ordered as a sequence is a finite sequence in D((j,, P) and E.. 
j=i i=i 
C LJ F., it follows from Definition 3.1 that 
3=1 ^ 
m k(i) n 
. (a) < li (U F.), for all positive integers m, m < n. 
j=l i=l j=l j 
Hence, it follows from this that 
n k^ i)  ^n 
Z Z .) < n (u F.) 
j=l i=l ^ j=l 
where this inequality clearly follows from (a) if n is a positive integer. 
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and if n = '^5 it follows froni (a) by taking the limit of the left-hand 
side of (a) as m -> Therefore, it is true that 
n JL yj) + n 
p (F.) - e < ][ ][: pXE..) < ^  (u ?,). 
j=i ^ j=i 1=1 ^ j=i J 
Since s was an arbitrary positive real number, this implies that 
(1) ][ P * ( F . )  <  F  )  
j=l ^ j=l ^ 
, n n 
for all in D(^, P) for which [J F. is in P. Suppose now that 
J J j=l ^ 
n n 
is in D(p,, P), {J F. is in P and g is a positive real number, 
t  J J J  ; = !  J  
r ^ q q n 
finite sequence ]G [ ^ in D(p„ P) such that G C. [J F. 
^ ^ ^ k=l ^ j=l j 
Choose a 
and 
(b) !i ( U F ) - e < V a(G ) < n ( U F ) . 
j=l J k=l j=l J 
For k = 1, 2, ..., q and j = 1, 2, n, let be a finite 
sequence in D(u, P) such that 
p(k, j) 
It follows from this that 
n p(k,j) 
(c) G. = U (G /IF ) = U U E -, k = 1, 2, q, 
j=l ^ j=l i=l 
q q p(k,j) 
F^U (F./IG ) = u U E j = 1, 2, n. 
J k=l J ^ k=l i=l KJi 
Furthermore, for j = 1, 2, .n, the collection 
i = 1, 2, p(k, j); k = 1, 2, q| 
and 
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ordered as a sequence is a finite sequence in D(u, P), so it follows 
that 
q P(k,j) J. 
(d) ^ P(E ) < ji (F ), j = 1, 2, . n. 
k=l i=l Kji J 
Also, since p, is in H(T, P), it follows in the case that n = » that the 
monotone increasing sequence 
fi #, Î" I".." ):. 
is bounded above. Therefore, in the case n = », the series 
» q p(k,j) 
/ (5~ 51 pXE,..)) is absolutely convergent. Hence, in any case 
j=l k=l i=l 
it is true that 
n q P(k,j) q n p(kj) 
(O nil % ^ ). 
j=l k=l i=l k=l j=l i=l 
Therefore, statements (b), (c), (e) and (d), in that order, yield the 
relations 
n (U F ) - e < XI M-CB ) 
j=l J k=l ^ 
q n p(k,j) 
= IE: .) 
k=l j=l i=l 
n q P(k,j) 
= 21 II 
j=l k=l i=l 
+.  
< g M V -
Since e was an arbitrary positive real number, it follows that 
(2) P+C LJ F;) < ]EZ 
j=l ^ j=l ^ 
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for all {p. j.^2, D(u, P) for which F. is in P. Finally, statements 
' n 
(1) and (2) give the result that if [j, is in H(T, P) and VjJj=:]^  is in 
n 
D(^ , P) with U F- in then 
j=l J 
z /(Fj = AÛ F ). 
i=i J j=i ^ 
n n , . n 
The result that u,"(F.) is |j, ( (J F.) for p, in H(T, P) and {?.] , 
j=l ' J j=l j J J 
•^n 
in D()ij P) with [J F. in P, may be obtained in a similar manner, or by 
noting that (jl is - [(- (x) ]. 
Suppose now that ^ is in H(T, P), E is in P and e is a positive real 
n n 
number. Choose a finite sequence jE. in D(^, P) such that ^ E.CE C in i 1 
and 
fi (E) - e < ^  H (E). 
i=l 
, q n 
Let lE.r._ be a finite sequence in D([j,, P) such that E - ( U E.) is 
C xJ X^ nrri. jL~X  ^
q 
{J E., so that 
i=n+l ^ 
q 
• E  =  { J E .  
i=l 
q 
It follows that )i(E) is ^ (xCE.) and 
i=l ^ 
q 
pTCE) < X  
i=n+l 
Therefore, it is true that 
, n q 
 ^(E) + ti"(E) - e < 2 p^ E.) + % pXE ) = p(E), 
i=l i=n+l -
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and since e was arbitrary, this shovs that 
p.'^ (E) + pTCE) < n(E), VEsP. 
Now suppose E is in P and 0 is a positive real number. Choose a finite 
m m 
sequence (F. in D(^, P) such that \J F.CE and 
J J J- j=l ^ 
m 
!i(F J < |x (E) + e. 
j=l J 
. r m 
Let •{F. [, , T be a finite sequence in Dfu, P) such that E - (W F.) is 
>. J J 
r 
F., so that 
j=m+l 
r 
E = F. find 
j=l ^ 
]EI P/F;) < 
j=m-t-l 
Then it follows that 
r 
*(E) = Z pXF.) 
j=l ^ 
m r 
= X p(fi) + Z ) 
j=l -• j=i[i+l 
< n^ (E) + jj, (E) + e. 
Hence, it is true that 
p(E) < n'^(E) + )i"(E), VEeP, 
and since the reverse inequality is also true. 
1J,(E) = li^ CE) + p, (E), VEeP. 
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So far it has been sho:\^n that if u is in H(T, P) , then p, and li-
are p-volumes on P and p is ^ + [j, . Also, p, and jj, are countably 
additive if n is countably additive. Suppose p, is in H(T, P) and let 
M be the supremum of the set 
' is a finite sequence in D(|i, P)j . 
Let e be a positive real number. Let be any finite sequence 
in D(p„ P) and choose a finite sequence in- D(^ , P) for 
q(j) 
1 = 1, 2, tn such that I J E,,CF. and 
+ p q(j) 
P (F,) - ~f < 51 ). 
3 2-' i=l 
Then it follows that 
+ e 
0 < IJ, (F ) < 21 ) + -7 , 
J i=l 2^ 
so that 
+ q(j) 
I |j,^ (F.) I < ^  |p(E .)} + , j = 1, 2, ..., m. 
J i=l J"- 2 J 
This implies that 
m , tn q ( j ) 
^ Im- (Fj)| < Z X )| + e 
j=l J j=l i=l j 
< M; + G. 
Since ^F^ was an arbitrary finite sequence in D(^, P), this proves 
that n is in H(T, P). Finally, since H(T, P) is a linear space, if p 
is in H(T, P) , then ji = ^  is in H(T, P), also. 
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These results constitute a proof of the next theorem. 
— 
Theorem 3.1. If jj, is in H(T, P), then |i and jj, are in H(T, P) 
and (X = + |j, . Also, if jj, is in H ( T ,  P) and |j, is countably additive, 
_ 
then |i and p, are also countably additive. 
Definition 3.2. If p, is in H(T, P), then the variation function 
«—I -4" — 
of p,, written n, is defined to be the difference jj, - (jj, ), or in 
— + 
symbols |j, = jJ. - (u. ) • 
Theorem 3.1 implies that if n is in H(T, P) , then (j, is in H(T, P). 
Also, it should be noted that if E is in P, then 
l|i(E) 1 < 1 -i- 1 u (E) 1 
= /(E) + [- (p,")(E)] • 
= ^ i(E). 
For each |j, in H(T, P), let the real number be defined by 
r n n 
= sup j IP-CE.)]: jE.j._ is a finite sequence in D(^, P) 
li=l ^ 1J 2.-1 % 
It is clear that M is non-negative and that M is zero if and only if 
fx(E) is zero for all E in P. Also, it is easy to see that if a is in R, 
then M is [ a i * M . Suppose that |j, and v are in H(T, P). It follows C(|J> [I 
that 
(i+v fn . . n 21 |^ (E.) + v(E.)j : (E.|._ is a finite sequence i=l ^ ^ ^ 
in D(JJ,, P) 
<sup|^ | m , ( E . ) |  | v ( E.)| : is a finite 
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sequence in D(^, P) 
< M + M . 
- p, V 
Therefore, if 6 is the function defined on H(T, P) by 
Ô(!i) = M , V(tsH(T, P), 
P 
then 6 has all of the properties of a norm function and the space 
(H(T, P)J 6) is a normed linear space. Whenever H(T, P) is referred to 
as a normed linear space it is to be understood that the norm is the one 
induced by 5. It should be noted that the discussion preceding Theorem 
3.1 shows that if p is in H(T, P), then 6(p, ) < ô(ix). 
05 
Suppose now that is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
E(T, P), Let E be an element of P. Since 
1^® " "m®'! s 8(!J„ -
. CO 
it follows that the sequence of real numbers is norm Cauchy 
and therefore has a limit in R. Let [x be the function on P to R 
defined by the equation 
|j,(E) = lim |jL (E), VEeP. 
n->co 
Suppose is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of P and that 
P 
IJ E. belongs to P. If p is finite, then it follows that 
i=l ^ 
P P |i( 0 E ) = lim li ( 0 E ) 
i=l n-*z ^ i=l 
P 
= lira V [J, (E.) 
T—; n 1 n->œ 1=1 
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P. 
= y" lira u, (E.) 
i=l n-m " ^ 
= 21 PXE ). 
i=l 
Therefore, it follows that ^ is a p-volume. Suppose now that 
is a finite sequence in D(p,, P). Since is norm Cauchy and since 
it follows that a norm Cauchy sequence of real numbers. 
Hence, there is a real number L such that 6(u^) < L for n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
For i = 1, 2, 3, ..., p, there exists a positive integer n^ such that 
|pXE.) - |i^(E.)| <2~\ Vn >n.. 
Let N be the maximum of n^, n^, ..., n^, so that if n > N, then 
• 11 |u(Ei)| < f luCEj,) - n (E )] + i; In (E )| 
i=l ^ i=l ^ " i=l 
< ][: 2-1 + 1 
i=l. 
< 1 + L. 
Therefore, ji belongs to H(T, P). 
Let e be a positive real number and pick a positive integer N such 
that 
ô(|i - ji ) < -f , Vn, m > N. 
n m 3 — 
Choose a finite sequence }i=l D(p,, P) such that 
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e 1 
5(U 
- P*) - 3 < ][. - P%(E.)|. 
1—i 
For i = 1, 2, ...J p, there exists a positive integer n^ , n^  > N, such 
that 
|M, ( E.) - I < 1  .  2 " \  Vn > n.. 
Let m be an integer greater than the maximum of n^^, n^, n^. Then 
it follows that for i=l, 2, .p, 
l « < V  -  <  I  , ( E . )  -  I  +  I  -  , / E p l  
< 1 - 2 - 1 +  -  W l -
Hence, this implies that 
ôCfi - - Y < zL 
i=l 
< 3 + I I 
1=1 
< I + 6(n„ - Hf,) 
It follows from this that ô(|a. - |i^) is less than e; therefore, 
- |i^ ) 
< e + e = 2 s, Vn > N, 
and norm- converges to p, in H(T, P). Hence, when H(T, P) is given 
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the norm topology, it is a complete space, and this proves- the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 3 . 2 .  If H(T, P) is given the norm topology induced by the 
norm function 5 on H(T, P), then H(T, P) is a Banach space. 
The following observation gives an alternate characterization for 
the topology of H(T, P) when P is a proto-algebra. Suppose that is 
defined on H(T, P) by the equation 
ÔtCm-) = Z i%(E.), VpslKT, P), 
i=l 
where is a P-partition of T. Since ^ is a p-volume, it follows 
that 6^ is independent of the P-partition, and hence a well defined 
function into the non-negative reals. If a is in R and p is H(T, P), 
then oji is [alu, and if ^ and v are in H(T, P) , then [j, + v < (j, v. 
It follows from this that 5^ is a norm for H(T, P). Also, since 
|pXE)| <iI(E), VEeP, 
it follows that 
Ô(|i) < VnsHd, P). 
If [J, is a non-negative p-volume, then the monotone property for |j, 
implies that 
n 
5(^ ) = M-CE. ) 
i=l ^ 
where is a P-partition on T. This implies that 6(p) is ô^(u) 
for non-negative p, in H(T, P). Also, it should be noted that 6^(^) is 
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6^ (u) = ôCia.) and that 6(p,^ ) < ôCii) for all jj, in H(T, P). It follows 
that 
ô^ (ii) = 5^ (p) 
= 6(|i) 
< 6(|j, + li) + 6(- (i) 
= 2 6(M''') + ô([i,) 
< 36(pJ, V)i£H(T, P). 
Hence, it has been shown that 
6(,a) < ôj^ (u) < 35(u), V|ieH(T, P). 
In particular, the topology induced on H(T, P) by 6^ is equivalent to 
the topology determined by 6. 
The assumption that P is a proto-algebra is now dropped. Suppose 
now that is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of H(T, P), each 
of which is countably additive. Suppose also that [j, in H(T, P) is the 
limit 
|i(E) = lim p^ (E), VEeP. 
Let be a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of P such that 
C O  
E - E. is in P. Let e be a positive real number and choose the 
i=l ^ 
positive integer N such that 
6(ii, - P'jj) < 3 5 Vn > N. 
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Since is countably additive, it follows that 
1=1 1=1 
so the series converges. Let be an integer such that 
i=l 
f W < i ' ?" 2 «1-
i=mfl 
It follows then that 
m m 
l^ (E) - 51 < |u.(E) - u^ CE)] + - % pXE.)| 
I i=l 1 i=l ^ 
= |w(s) - iij,(E)| + if; n cEp - f; w(E )| 
i=l i=l ^ 
I  1 ^ 1  I  
< |f(E) - - ^(E.)| 
i=l 
+ I Z )| 
i=trrf-l 
C O  
< 6(n - O + ô(u - J + 1 X N^(Ei)| 
i=m+l 
< -^  + -^  + •^  = e, Vm > N^ . 
Therefore, it is true that 
C O  C O  
p( U EjL) = 21 ), 
i=l i=l 
and p, is countably additive. Since the difference of two countably 
additive p-volumes is a countably additive p-volume, it follows that the 
set of all countably additive elements in H(r, P) is a closed subspace 
of H(T, P) relative to the norm topology. This subspace of countably 
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additive p-voluir.os in H C ï,  P) is denoted by H (^T, P ) .  
Definition 3.3. If v and p, are in H(T, P), then v is said to be 
absolutely continuous with respect to written v « p, if and only if 
for every positive real number e, there exists a positive real number 
6 such that if < E .  is in D(^, P) with ^  |j, ( E . )  < 6, then v( E  )  
I iJi J. i=l 1 i=l 
< e. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that v and p, are in H(T, P). Then v « p, 
"î" — if and only if v « p and v « p,. 
Proof; If tt is in H(T, P) and if is in D(u, P), then 
n n n ^ 
21 TP" (E ) = ^ n^(E ) < 21 ti( E  ), and 
i=l ^ i=l i=l 
n n n _ 
Z Tr( E  ) = - Z rr" ( E  )  < ^  tt( E  ) .  
i=l i=l i=l 
It is clear from this that if v « |j,, then v « li and v~ « |i. 
Suppose now that v « p, and v « p,. Let e be a positive real 
number and pick Ô, a positive real number, such that if <E. f._- is in 
n 
D(p,, P) with 21 ^ (E^ ) < 5J then 
i=l 
n 
\^ (E.) < y, and 
i=l 
IE: < I . 
. i=l ^ ^ 
It follows from this that if {E.}._, is in D(p,, P) with p(E.) < Ô, 
then 
m _ m m 
v(E ) = ][[ \/(E ) - ][; \r(E,) 
i=l i=l ^ i=l ^ 
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= ^  V^  (E ) + X v-(E ) 
i=l ^ i=l 
<1+1= e. 
Therefore, it follows that v « |j,, and this completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that p, and v are in H(T, P) and [j, is countably 
additive. If v « (J., then v is countably additive. 
Proof: Note first that v is countably additive if each of v 
and v~ are countably additive. Also, if tt is in H(T, P), then tt and 
- TT are the same, so that v~ « [i if and only if - (v") « [jl. Therefore, 
in view of Theorem 3.3, it is sufficient to prove the theorem under the 
assumption that v is non-negative. This assumption on v is made for 
the rest of the proof. In particular, this implies that v and v are the 
same p-volume. 
« 
Suppose that iE. is in D(ii,, P) and that E = ^ E. is in P. 
L iji J. ' 1 
Let e be a positive real number and choose a positive real number 5 
V m m _ m 
such that if |f. V_. is in D(p„ P) and ^ ii(F.) < 6, then ^  v(F.) < e. 
Since |j,(E) = ^ n(E.), the series ^  |i(E.) converges and so there is 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
a positive integer N such that 
CO 
y |j,(E.) < 6, Vn > N. 
i=n+l ^ 
This implies that 
n 
ÏI(E) - 21 ^(E.) < 6, Vn > N. 
i=l ^ 
\q(n) 
For each positive integer n, let ^E^j be a finite sequence in D(^, P) 
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such that 
n q(n) 
E - (U E ) = U E . 
i=l j=l 
It follows from this that 
n q(n) 
i=i "• j=i ^ 
and the right hand side is a finite union of pairwise disjoint elements 
of P for n = 1, 2 ,  3 ,  Therefore, it follows that 
q(n). 
H(E ) = p^ E) - X |i(E ) 
j=l i=l 
< Ô, Vn > N, 
and this implies that 
n n 
|v(E) - v(E.)l = v(E) - 21 v(E ) 
i=l ^ i=l 
q(n) 
< €, Vn > N. 
Hence, v(E) is ^2 v(E.) and v is countably additive. This completes the 
i=l ^ 
proof. 
The integral will now be defined for [i, in H(T, P) and then rela­
tionships between indefinite integrals and absolute continuity will be 
studied in some detail. The following observation will be needed in 
these considerations. 
Suppose that y, and v are non-negative p-volumes on P. It should be 
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observed that if jj, + v is countably additive, then each of p, and v 
is also countably additive. This can be seen as follows. First, 
the monotone property of Theorem 1.4 shows that a non-negative p-volume 
H is always super-additive in the sense that if is a sequence in 
n 
D(tî, P) for some countably additive p-volume ti and E. is in P, then 
i=l ^ 
n n 
E ) > 21 ). 
i=l ^ i=l 
Suppose now that ji + v is countably additive and that [x is not countably 
additive. Then there exists a sequence in D (n 4- v, P) such 
that I / E. is in P and 
i=l ^ 
CO CO 
Z  p X E i )  < P L ( U  E  ) .  
i=l i=l 
This implies that 
(p + v)(E ) = 21 IJ'CE.) + ^  v(E ) 
i=l ^ i=l i=l 
CO CO 
< \l(U E ) + v( U E ) 
i=l i=l 
CO 
= (iJ, + v) ( u E. ) , 
i=l ^ 
so that p, + V is not countably additive. This is a contradiction, so it 
follows that if p, and v are non-negative p-volumes and if p, + v is 
countably additive, then p/ and v are both countably additive. This in 
turn implies that D(p + v, P) is always a subset of D(p, P) and D(v, P). 
Suppose now that f is a function on T to X for which f is in K(p + v, P, 
X). Since f is in K(p, + v, P, X), there exists a sequence in 
S(p, + v, P, X) that is norm Cauchy in K(p -f v, P, X) and (p, + v)-convergent 
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to f. Since D(u 4 v, P) is a subset of D(u, P) and D(v, P) and since 
v(E) and ^(E) are less than or equal to (v + pJ(E) for all E in P, it 
follows that •sf y , Li-converges and v-converges to f. Also, since 
each f is a P-simple function, it is clear that If / is in S (ij,, P, X) 
n I njn—1 
and S(v, P, X). Finally, if g is a P-simple function, then 
J gd(u + = jT gdu + j gdv. 
T T T 
In particular, it follows that if [J H , j II H and H || are the norms for 
|ii"rv h v 
K(|j, + v, P, X), K(^, P, X) and K(v, P, X), respectively, then 
« « n -  W + v - /  l y - )  -
'J l\C-) - f„(-)|<in + J l£„(-) - fm(') I a ' 
Therefore, the sequence norm Cauchy in each of the spaces 
K(|i, P, X) and K(v, P, X). Then it follows that f belongs to K(u,, P, X) 
and K( v, P, X), and 
J fd(p, + v) - J fdjj, + J fdv. 
T T T 
Suppose now that ^ is a non-negative p-volume. The space P, X) 
is defined to be the set of all functions f on T to X for which f is in 
K(jj,, P, X). The integral and the function || || are defined on K. (^, P, X) 
y. 
by the equations 
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J fd'i = J 
T 
fd}i,, VfeK^(u., P, X), and 
T 
II ffj,, =11 f|L,, VfeK, (p., P, X). 
Pi P» i 
In view of the properties already derived for P, X), it is clear 
that the. function 1] [| on K (p,, P, X) is a seminorin and that the integral 
M" ^ 
is a continuous linear transformation into X relative to the seminorra 
topology. Also, it is clear that K(p, P, X) is the quotient space ob­
tained from K^Cji, P, X) by identifying functions f and g in K^(a, P, X) 
for which [jf - g[| is zero. 
M» 
If n is in H(T, P), the space P, X) is defined to be the 
space P, X). Since [j, is the sum of two non-negative p-volumes 
|j,^  and - (pT), if f is in K^ (]i, P, X), then f is in (|i^ , P, X) and 
K^(- (pT), P, X). Therefore, the integral is defined on K^(p,, P, X) 
by the equation 
T T T 
and the seminorm || |[ is defined by 
Kffl = liflU, VfeK (tx, P, X). |i (J, i. 
Since is non-positive, it follows that (pT) (E) is zero for all E in 
P, and therefore that 
= 0 + (y,-)-
= (n")". 
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This iir.plies that 
J fd(jj,") = J fd[(M, )^1 - J" fd(- [(p, ) ]) 
T T T 
fd(- C^-)) = 0 - J' 
T 
= - J fd(- (pT)), VfeK^Cij,-, P, X). 
T 
Therefore, the integral on K^(^, P, X) is given by 
J" fdji = J" fd]j,'" + J' fdp, , VfeK^Cii, P, X). 
T T T 
The seininorm on P, X) is given by 
= "S'il 
= J lf(-)laï, VfeK^(n, p. X). 
T 
It follows readily from this that if f and g are in P, X), then 
||f - g|l is zero if and only if f ^  g. Hence, if K(p, P, X) is the 
p, p. 
quotient space of K (p, P, X) determined by identifying functions 
f and g in K., (p, P, X) for which t|f - g|| is zero, then K(p, P, X) is i |j> 
the space K(^, P, X). Finally, the integral and norm are defined on 
K(p,, P, X) by defining the integral over T of f in K(p, P, X) to be the 
integral over T of any g in K-j^Cp, P, X) for which g is in f and the norm o 
f is defined to be the seminonn of any g in P, X) for which g is in 
f; in symbols, 
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J fdii = J" fd|j, = I fdjj,, VfeK.(|i., P, X), and 
T ' T 
f|l = llfl! , VfeKCn, P, X). 
H M' 
It may be noted that, if f is in K(ji, P, X), then 
r fd|i = J" fdii"^  y- fdp, , and 
T T T 
= J 
T 
= J" |f(')|du,^^ + |f(')|d(- (li")) 
= + H 
Also, it follows that 
J fd|i = J' fdjj,"^ + J' fdjj, I fd|i.* 
T T 
^11 fdij,"^  I + fdjj," 
+ ' """-(pT) 
= llfll , VfeKCii, P, X), 
p 
so the integral on K(jj,, P, X) is a continuous linear transformation into 
X. 
The phrase "almost uniform with respect to n" means "almost uniform 
with respect to |j," as previously defined and "almost everywhere with 
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respect to p," means "almost everywhere with respect to u," as previously 
defined. Also, a subset B of T is said to be [i-null if and only if it 
is p-null. The terms "jj,-equivalent" and "^-convergent" are defined to 
mean "^-equivalent" and "|i-convergent," respectively. It should be noted 
that this means, for example, two functions f and g on T to X are 
prequivalent, denoted f jT g, if and only if for every positive real 
f ^ -
number s, there exists <E. in D(ij,, P) such that 2_ ) < e and 
I i>ii 1 1 
n 
|f(t) - g(t) I < c, VteT - (U E ). 
i=l 1 
Similarly, the sequences for p,-convergence and p-null are drawn from 
DCp,, P) and not D(^, P). However, it turns out that D(u, P) and D(p, P) . 
are always equal. This is clear if jj, is countably additive, for then |j, 
is also countably additive. It was observed earlier that "if the sum of 
two non-negative p-voluines is countably additive, then each of the 
summands is countably additive. Therefore, if p, is countably additive, 
then and - (pT) are also countably additive. This implies that p.. 
is countably additive if and only if p is countably additive. Hence, 
D(|j,, P) and D([i, P) are the same for all p in H(T, P). 
It is then easy to check that if p, is replaced by p, in the conclusion 
of the statement of Theorem 2.10, in a) of Theorem 2.16 and in i) of 
Theorem 2.17, then Theorems 2.9-2.17 and Corollary 2.17.1 are valid for 
K(p„ P, X) with in H(T, P). 
If p, is in H(T, P), E is in P and f is in K(p,, P, X), then the 
notation J fdp, stands for J • fdp,. The integral J Xgfdp will 
normally be written in the form 
;t 
J )^fdp 
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Definition 3.4. If n is in H(T, P) and f is in K(u, P, R), then 
the statement that vp is the indefinite integral of f means that 
is the set function defined on P by the equation 
v^(E) = y fdii, VEeP. 
E 
If f and g are [i-equivalent functions on T to R and if f is in 
K(|j,, P, R), then it is clear from Definition 3.4 that = v^. There­
fore, if p, is in H(T, P) and f is in P, R), then vj vjill be 
written as v^. 
Since Xgyp is Xg + Xp whenever E and F are disjoint, it is clear 
that is a p-volume for each f in K(^, P, R). If f is in K(ji, P, R) 
and is a finite sequence in D(v^, P), then 
21 Nf(v 1 = X I r fdn 
i=l . i=l Jr. 
E. 
1 
i=l 
Ei 
SO that is in H(T, P). 
CO 
Theorem 3.5. If is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
K(p, P, R), then the sequence |is uniformly absolutely con-
——• n n=l 
tinuous with respect to [i, and. for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
v^. (E) = f |f^(')|d]I, VEeP. 
E 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 will be accomplished by establishing 
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the next four theorems. 
Theorem 3.6. If f is in S(^, P, R), then « n and 
Vg(E) = J |f(-)|d^, VEeP. 
E 
Proof: Since for all g in f, it is sufficient to assume 
that f is in S^(P, R). Let f be given by 
1=1 1 
where lA. f. is a finite sequence in D(]j,, P). Let E be in P and for 
^ , \k(i) 
i = 1, 2, ..., n, choose a finite sequence P) such 
that 
k(i) 
En A = U A . 
j=l 
Since each A^^ is a subset of E, it follows that 
X. ' f = X. ' Xp ' f = a Xa , i = 1, 2, ..., n; 
xj ij ^ ij 
j = 1, 2, . , k(i). 
This implies that v^CA^^) is au^(A^j) for each A^^, so that 
= I a^ I • pXA^j) 
= J 1 fCOUiJ,, i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., k(i), 
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n k(i) r \ r 
Let E - ( (^ {j A. .) be the union of a finite sequence |b in 
i=l j=l ^ 
D(^, P), so that f restricted to B is zero. Then it follows 
p=l P 
that 
_ n k(i) _ r _ 
Vf(E) = % ZZ vg(A ) + 21 v^CB ) 
^ i=l j=l "-J p=I P 
n k(i) r - -
= H f 1 f(-)(djjL + 0 
i=l j=l \  
ij 
= 21 21 •[ \ • 1 f(-)l<3u + 21 [ \ -IfcoUti 
i=l j=l ij p=1 p 
r ^ ^ 1 -
= / (21 2 + 21 Xg ) • I FCOLDP, 
% i=l j=l ij P=1 P 
= Y ' I FCOLDP, 
T 
= j |f(-)|d^. 
Since f is in S^(P, R), there is a positive real number c such that 
c > 1 f(t)l, VteT. 
Let e be a positive real number, and suppose the sequence is 
in D(^, P) with 
Z P(E ) <1 . 
i=l ^ ^ 
Then it follows that 
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Vf(E.) = g] r I f(')|dw 
i=l i=l -
1 
< H c • |i(E ) 
i=l ^ 
< c • ^ = e, 
so that « [i. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.7. If is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
S(|jL, P, R), then the sequence > is uniformly absolutely con-
^ nJn=l 
tinuous with respect to p,. 
Proof: Let e be a positive real number and choose a positive integer 
HQ such that 
» 'n - yi|, " f •  ^2 "o-
Sincre , n = 1, 2, n^, is absolutely continuous with respect to 
n r 1 q 
there exists a positive real number such that if is in 
q _ q _ 
D(|j,, P) and ^  |J.(E.) < e,, then 2_ (E.) < e/2, n = 1, 2, ..., n_. 
i=l ^ i=l ^n 
If n > n^ and is in D(^, P) with ^  < e^, then 
i=l 
E (E ) = H r (f (Old^i 
i=l n ^ i=l A " 
/i 
<11 f I f (•) - f (Oldp, + ^  f If (Oldti 
i=l \ ""O i=l \ ""o 
E. E. 
2 "fn- Vf (Bf) 
0 1=1 n„ 
<1 + 1= e. 
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This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.8. If f is in K(^, P, R), then « [X and 
v^(E) = J |f(')ld^, VEeP. 
E 
Proof: Let •{ f { be a sequence in S(^, P, R) such that 
I n^n—i 
limllf -111 = 0-
n->» ^ ^ 
I f  ^ E ^ i s  a  f i n i t e  s e q u e n c e  i n  D ( ^ ,  P ) ,  t h e n  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
^ |v (E ) - v(E ) I = f I [ [ fdn I 
i=l n ^ i=l 
^i \ 
< X f i 
i=l 
so that lim 5(v^ - v) = 0. Also, for every E in P, 
n-*^ n 
1 v(E) - (E) 1 <|/(E) - Vg (E)| +|v"(E) - (E)| 
n n n 
<2 • 6(v - Vg ). 
n 
This implies that 
v(E) = lim Vj (E) 
n-Ko n 
= lim r I f (Oldp, 
/ |f(.)|d^, VEeP. 
E 
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Also, i f is in D(|.i, P), then 
H v(E ) = H r |f(-)lclp, 
i=l i=l 
< Z f 1 f(-) - f (Oldti + X] f l\(-)|d i^ 
i=l 4  i=lJp 
<"f -iL", +1: Vf Oi) 
1=1 n 
for all positive integers n. Since lim 11 f - f [| =0 and •sv f i 
n-xn " ^ n n=l 
uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p, this implies that 
V « |JL. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.9. If jf r is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
V. nJn—i ^ 
K(|j,, P, R) 5 then the sequence |v, [ is uniformly absolutely con-
n^n=l 
tinuous with respect to p. 
The argument of Theorem 3.7 may now be used for the proof of Theorem 
3.9. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
If sf f is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of K(jj,, P, X), 
I n^' n—i 
then the inequality 
||f„(t)l - |£„(t)l|< |£„(t) - vta. 
implies that is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements of 
K(iJ,, P, R). Therefore, the following is an immediate corollary 
to Theorem 3.5. 
Corollary 3.5.1. If {f^^} is a norm Cauchy sequence of elements 
r 1 " 
of KCji,, • P, X), then the sequence is uniformly absolutely 
' n ' 
continuous with respect to jj, and for n = l, 2, 3, ..., 
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(01 OS) = j I VEcP. 
"If 
The next theorem gives another necessary and sufficient condition 
* T ^  for an element f of X to be in K(^, P, X). 
Theorem 3.10. Let f be a function on T to X, and suppose 
is a sequence of elements of K(^, P, X). Then f belongs to K(^, P, X) 
and l]f^ - f [|^ -» 0 if and only if 
i) f -» f, and 
n li 
ii) jf (. )|^=l uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to y,. 
Proof: If f is in K(|i, P, X) and [| f^ - f]]^ -> 0, then i) follows 
from Theorem 2.14 and ii) follows from Corollary 3.5.1. 
Assume that i) and ii) hold. In view of the paragraph following 
the proof of Theorem 2.14, it suffices to show that the sequence 
is norm Cauchy in order to complete the proof. For each 
positive integer n, choose g^ in S^(P, X) such that 
"^ n - «n'V^  2'"' aod 
Sn ; f-
Clearly, norm Cauchy if Is norm Cauchy. Notice also 
that if is in D(p„ P) , then 
m m 111 Ul  ^ _ 
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m |- _ m ^ __ 
i=l i=l 
_ _ m _ 
^«s .  -  ^ | („ ( - ) |  'V-
(if (-)iL " Therefore, since ^ is uniformly absolutely continuous with 
respect to for every positive e, there exists a positive real number 
, m m _ 
ô, such that if <E. is in D(p,, P) and ^  ^(E.) < 5, then 
m _ ^ i=l 
y V, .  x, (E.) < 2'^ + e. Let g be given by 
ih |Sn(')l " 
P(n) 
f ^p(n) 
where lA . f._. is a finite sequence in D(u,, P) for n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
l niji—i 
For each positive integer n, define the set by the equation 
n P(j) 
' H W 
f ^q(n) 
Choose a finite sequence ji=l D(p,, P) such that 
q(n) 
B = W C n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
n ni 
rq(n) _ 1 = 
Since B,C B. C B„C . •., it follows that the sequence n(C .) / 
12 3 Jn-L 
is a monotone increasing sequence, and since n is in H(T, P) and q(n) 
r IS (n,m) 
is finite for each n, the sequence is bounded above. Let jD^n,kJk=l 
s(n,m) 
be a finite sequence in D(u, P) such that \ I D is 
, , , , M q(n) q(m) 
I  J C  . ' • [  J  C . for all pairs of positive integers n and m. Let 
e be a positive real number. Since the sequence < / '^^'^ni Jn=l 
converges, it is Cauchy and there exists a positive integer N such that 
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q(n) _ q(m) _ 
IZ -  Z  
1=1 1=1 
< G) Vn, m > N. 
q(n) 
Now for each n, Xg is ^  Xq and so is in S^(?, X). Also, since 
n i=l mi 
if n > m, then 
s (n,m) 
%% " ^ -B " ' 
n m n m k=l nmk 
and if n < m, then Xg ~ Xg is zero. Therefore, it follows that if 
n m 
n > m > N, then 
111 Xb '1 p, ~ II W < fl Xg " \ " jj, 
' n m n m 
f ^B • 
n 
B  
m 
s(n,m) _ 
q(n) _ q(m) _ 
1=1 1=1 
< e. 
This implies there exists a positive real number M such that 
II Xn III, — ^ *•*• 
n ^  
Let e be a positive real number and fix the positive integer n^ such 
that 2 < e/5. Then there exists a positive real number 6 such that 
/ 1 t t _ t _ 
if ]E. is in D(^, P) and 2% ^(E.) < 5, then ^  v, , x, (E ) 
t 1^1 J. i=l 1 i=l l=n/"^' 
-n_ \ " 
<2 + 2 Since is ^-convergent to f, it is |i-Cauchy. 
Therefore, there exists a positive integer N > no such that if 
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n, m > Nj then there exists a sequence f -=1^ D(u, P) such 
s(n,m) , \ I J J J 
that  ^|i(F. ' ) < Ô ai 
j=l j 
Ig (t) - g^(t)| < 1/2 VteT - ( U 
n m j=i. J 
Finally, if n > in, then 
no s(n,m) 
|S„(-) - 8„(-)| = Xg • - g„(-)l. 
n 
so that for n > m > K, it follows that 
= j  !§%(')  -  8m(")|du 
T 
= %B ' |Sn(') -
^n > 
T " 
s^m) . 
= Z I ^ [Sn(') -
j=l Jp(n,m) 
j 
+ j %B _ • 18n(') " Sm(')|dW 
T ^ j=l j 
s(n,m) ^ s(n,m) < 
j j 
" / \ • ' 
• (I X, j'^ O . M W" 
< 2""° + 2-" + 2""° + 2- + 2"° 
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Hence, the sequence <§ f , is norm Cauchy in K(^, P, X), and this 
I n Ai"i 
completes the proof. 
The next theorem is the analogue to the classical dominated 
convergence theorem. 
Theorem 3.11. If g is in K(^, P, X) and if ^ ^^^0=1 ^ sequence 
of elements of K(u, P, X) with the property that Ig(-) | > I 
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., then f^ f if and only if f is in K(u, P, X) 
and 11 f - f II -'0. 
n "ij, 
The relation > in the statement of the theorem is the partial 
order relation of Definition 2.9. 
Proof: Since lg(-)J > |f^(')| for each n, it follows that 
1 1 
for .all n and for all sequences D(^, ?) • Therefore, 
condition ii) of Theorem 3.10 holds. Hence, if f^ then f is in 
K(ij„ P, X) and [1 f^  - fll^  0. 
The converse is one-half of Theorem 3.10. This completes the 
proof. 
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IV. THE SPACE Q(T, P), SPACES AND THE RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 
It is assumed throughout this chapter that T is a non-void set 
and that P is a proto-ring of subsets of T with the property that 
U^E: Eepj is T. The space (X,|  )is a real Banach space with norm 1 I ,  
and R denotes the real numbers with the usual norm. 
If Y is a compact Hausdorff space and if B is the Borel algebra 
of subsets of Y (the smallest a-algebra containing all of the closed 
sets), then it is well known that the space H^(Y, B) of real valued 
regular Borel measures defined on B, with the variation norm, is the 
adjoint space to the space of all real valued continuous functions on 
Yj with the supremura norm. (See, for example, [4, p. 262])* This 
would seem to suggest that the space H(T, P) introduced in the previous 
chapter should be the adjoint space to some normed linear space. It 
turns out that this is the case. 
Definition 4.1. A function f on T to R is said to be quasi-
continuous with respect to P if and only if f satisfies the condition: 
for every positive real number e, there exists a finite sequence 
of pairwise disjoint elements of P such that f restricted to 
n 
T - (W E.) is zero and 
i=l ^ 
(f(tp - fCt^) 1 < e, Vt^, i = 1, 2, ..., n. 
The space of all functions on T to R that are quasi-continuous with 
respect to P will be denoted by Q(T, P). When there is only one proto-
ring under consideration, the elements of Q(T, P) will be said to be 
quasi-continuous with no mention of P. 
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The following example is the reason the term "quasi-continuous" 
was chosen for the elements of Q(T, P). 
Example 4.1. Let T be the real number interval [0, l], and P is 
the proto-algebra consisting of 0, all singleton subsets of T and all 
open subintervals of T. This is the proto-algebra of Example 1.1. 
Then Definition 4.1 is precisely the classical definition for qussi-
continuity on [0, l]. 
The next definition extends to proto-rings the concept of refine­
ment as previously defined for P-partitions by elements of a proto-
algebra. 
Definition 4.2. Suppose that jsand are finite sequences 
of pairwise disjoint elements of P. The sequence /p.is said to 
f .n ^ J J 
refine the sequence if and only if each E^ is the union of the 
elements of some subcollection of <F. k ^. 
n m 
Suppose that ^E^^and are finite sequences of pairwise 
disjoint elements of P. For each pair of positive integers i and j, 
be finite sequences of 
paiCTvfise disjoint elements of P such that 
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n m -V B 
and let The T..' If SG, ^ is the collection F ordered as 
i=l j=l g 
a (finite) sequence, it follows that refines each of the 
sequences and Therefore, when ordered by refinement, 
the collection of all finite sequences of pain-7ise disjoint elements of 
P is a directed set. This directed set of sequences will be denoted 
by A, and whenever a partial ordering on A is used, it is assumed to 
be the refinement ordering. 
Suppose now that f belongs to Q(T, P) and let e be a positive real 
number. Let in A be the sequence in Definition 4.1 and suppose 
that <F. f. T in A refines {E. ^, so each E. is the union of the ljJj=l I iJi=l 1 
f f 
elements of some subcollection , of XF. ^  It is clear that I ijjj=i I j;j=i 
n n q(i) 
\J E. xs \J F. . and that 
i=l ^ i=l j=l 
|f(t^) - fCt^)] < Vt^, 
i= 1, 2, ..., n. 
n 
Also, if F. is contained in T - i\^ E.) for some j, then 
^ i=l ^ 
|f(t^) - f(t2)| = |0 - 0| < e, Vt^, tgCFj. 
m 
It follows then that f restricted to T - ( F.) is zero and 
j=l ^ 
jf(tp - fCtg)] < e, Vt^, t^eFj, j = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Therefore, every refinement of a sequence satisfying the conditions of 
Definition 4.1 also satisfies those conditions. 
Assume f is in Q(T, P) and for each positive integer n, choose 
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|E. in 6 such that f restricted to T - is zero 
I 1 J1-1 i=:i 1 
and 
I fCt^) - fCtg)] < 2"^, Vt^, tgeE^C*), i = 1, 2, ..., q(n). 
Define to be the sequence and for n = 2, 3, 4, ..., 
choose {^j in A so that refines and 
• Let i|j be any choice function on P - {0}, and define the 
P-simple function on T to X by 
p(n) > . 
g = ^  f(KF. ^  ))Xp (n), a = 1, 2 ,  3, 
j=l ^ j 
P(n) (n-) 
If n is a positive integer and t is in T - (L_y F. ) then f(t) and 
(n)  ^
g(t) are both zero. If t is in for some j, then 
(n). |f(t) - g^(t) = |f(t) - fCoCFj ^  ))| 
< 2"*. 
Therefore, it follows that 
|f(t) - g^Cc) I <2""", VteT, 
and f can be uniformly approximated by a P-simple function. Conversely, 
suppose f is a function on T to X that vanishes on the complement of 
the union of a sequence in A and that can be uniformly ap­
proximated on T by a P-simple function. Let e be a positive real 
number and choose a P-simple function g on T to X such that 
I f(t) - g(t) I <1 , VteT. 
Ill 
% , m 
Let g be given by ^  where is in A. Then it follows 
i=l 
that 
|f(t^) - f(t2)| < - g(t^)| + Is(tj^) - §(^2)! 
+ jgCtg) - f(t2)| 
< ^  +  0 +  ^ =  e ,  V t ^ ,  t ^ e A ^ ,  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  u .  
Therefore, it follows that f is in Q(T, P). Since g is clearly 
bounded, it also follows from this that f is bounded. 
Let p be the real valued function defined on Q(T, P) to R by the 
equation 
p(f) = sup {If (t) I : telj, VfeQCT, P) . 
It is clear that p is a norm for Q(T, P), and when Q(T, P) is referred 
to as a normed linear space, it is to be understood that g is the norm. 
Theorem 4.1. If jj, is in H(T, P) and f is in Q(T, P), then f 
is in K(^ , P, R). 
03 
Proof; Let a sequence of P-s imp le functions such that 
|f(t) - g^(t) I < 2"*, VteT. 
Let ^E. f. - in A be chosen so that f vanishes on T - (W E.), and let 
• I 1^ 1=1 y. 1 
s f -
E be E.. Define the sequence <f of P-s impie functions by 
i—1 
f^ = Xg • n = 1, 2, 3, . 
so that f^ is in S(|i, P, R) for all n. It is clear that 
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I f(t) - f^(t) 1 < 2"*, VtsT. 
Therefore, it follows that if n > m, then 
I ^ - f(t)| + |f(c) - I 
< 2"^  + 2"® 
<2 • 2~^, VteT. 
Also, it is true that 
I f^ (t) - f^ (t)l = 0, VteT - E. 
Hence, it follows that if n > m, then 
»^n -
T 
' i 'h ' 
T 
<2 . 2"* jT Xgdil 
T 
= 2 ' 2"* ' ][ 
i=l 1 
Therefore, 4 f r is norm Cauchy and it obviously ^.-converges to f, 
I n Jn—1 
so that f is in K(jj,, P, R). This completes the proof. 
The next theorem gives essentially the same result as an example of 
Wilansky, [10, p. 93]. It is included here for completeness. 
Theorem 4.2. %e Banach space H(T, P) is the adjoint to the norraed 
linear space Q(T, P). 
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Proof: Let |j, be in H(T, P) and let ^(f) be / fd|i for every f 
, . n n 
in Q(T, P). Choose <E., in A such that f vanishes on T - E.) 
I 1)1-1 =^1  ^
n 
and let E = \^ E,. It follows that 
i=l "• 
I I = I J' fdp, I 
T 
dp. < f  | f ( - ) |  
< f  3(f) • 
T 
= g(f) • ^  
i=l 
n , n 
T/ 
= g(f) ' (Z H (E.) + Z - (n")(E.)) 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
< P(f)(6(/) + 6(|i")), VfsQCT, P). 
Therefore, p, is in Q*(T, P), the adjoint of Q(T, P), and H(T, P)CQ*(T, P). 
Suppose now that F is in Q*(T, P) and défine |ip on P by the equation 
Hp(E) = F(Xg), VEeP. 
Since F is additive and 'Xg^p is for E and F disjoint, it follows 
that |ip is a p-volume on P and that F()^ ) is Xgdji^ . Suppose that 
is a finite sequence in P) and let be 
ordering of and m an integer, 1 < m < n, such that 
tip(\(i)) > 0, i = 1, 2, ..., m, and 
a re-
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!3p(Ek(:j)) <0, 1 = m 4 1, .n. 
Then it follows that 
n m n 
1=1 1=1 i=m+l 
" ' M iShl 
=r^^n,, >1-
iVi k(i) k(i) 
< (Q"(T, P) norm of F) • 1. 
Therefore, jip is in H(T, P). Since p^(.) and F(0 are equal on the set 
of all characteristic functions of sets in P and p^(.) and F(*) are 
linear, they are equal on the span of the characteristic functions! 
But the span of the characteristic functions is dense in Q(T, P) 
and jJLpCO and F(*) are continuous, so that [JpC*) and F(.) are the same 
element of Q*(T, P). Hence, it follows that Q*(T, P)<CH(T, P), and 
this completes the proof. 
It should be observed that the space Q(T, P) need not be a complete 
space. For example, if T is R and P is the collection consisting of 
the empty set, all singleton subsets of T and all open intervals (a, b), 
with a <b and a and b are finite real numbers, then P is a proto-ring. 
Then the function f defined by the equation 
, Vte(- n, - n + l]lj(n - 1, n], n = 1, 2, 3, ... 
/ 
1 
n 
f(t) = < 
0, otherwise 
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is net in Q(T, P), but f is in the closure of 0(1, P) since the 
sequence of elements of Q(T, P) defined by 
Sn = %(-n.n] ' «• "=1. 2. 3. 
is norm Cauchy and converges uniformly to f. In fact, this behavior 
characterizes the closure of Q(T, P) in the sense that, in general, 
the closure of Q(T, P) consists of all functions on T to R such 
that for every positive real number e, there exists a sequence 
in A such that f is uniformly approximated by a P-simple function on 
n 
[} E. and 
i=l ^ 
n 
|f(t) I < e, VteT - (U E,). . 
i=l ^ 
It should be noted that H(T, P) is the adjoint of the completion of 
Q(T, P) since it is the adjoint of Q(T, P). Also, it is easy to see 
that Q(T, P) is complete if P is a proto-algebra. 
Porcelli, [9], defines and discusses spaces for finitely additive 
measures on an algebra of sets. His definition yields complete 
spaces, and he is able to characterize the adjoint spaces to his 
spaces. Also, he obtains isometric isomorphic relations between his 
Lp spaces and the spaces for countably additive measures on the 
Borel algebra of subsets of a compact Hansdorff space. The definition 
taken for the spaces in this dissertation will be the same as the 
Porcelli definition, except that the spaces will be defined for 
proto-rings rather than the algebra structure. Hence, the results 
included here on spaces are included mainly for completeness. 
The compact Hansdorff space referred to earlier and the characterization 
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of the adjoint spaces will be obtained in a significantly different 
manner than that used by Porcelli. It should also be commented that 
Porcelli does not show that his space is a Hilbert space. 
Definition 4.3. For a fixed p, in H(T, P) and real number p, 
1 <p < define 1^(1, |ji, P) to be the collection of all sequences 
CO Ç 
If f , of P-simple functions on T to R such that lim / f (•) 
O n.m.~ " 
- f (•)l^dii = 0. Identify two sequences {f f _ and \g [ as being in I I nyn—i v n^n—i. 
the same if lim j |f^^') - Sj^C*) = 0-
The function [| 11^ defined on Lp(T, [i, P) by the equation 
" kC'lp • [/ l^n(') i^nLl « . 
is a norm for l^CT, P), and in fact is a complete norm. These observa­
tions can perhaps be seen best by the following considerations. Suppose 
one defines 1,^°(T, jj,, P) to be the set of all f in S(^, P, R) together 
with the real valued function defined on (T, n, P) by 
ttpCf) VfeLp(T, u, P). 
T 
The arguments normally given for the Holder and Minkowski inequalities 
show that those inequalities are valid in the present setting and that 
ttp is a seminorm for L^°(T, p, P). Hence, L^°(T, n, P) is a seminormed 
linear space, and it is clear that l^ CT, (jl, P) is obtained from L^ °(T, |i, 
P) by first completing L^°(T, |j,, P) and then identifying those elements 
of the completion for which the seminorm of their difference is zero. 
This makes it clear that L^fT, p, P), 1 < p < co, with the norm || ||^ is a 
complete normed linear space. The space L^aCT, n, P) is defined as follows. 
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Definition 4.4. For a fixed p, in H(T, P), the space p,, P) 
is defined to be the collection of all sequences of P-simple 
functions on T to R such that ^11 p > 1 
and lim lim ( j |f^ |^ d|j,)^ ''^  is finite. 
p—«> n-^ T 
It is easy to see that L^(T, p,, P) is a linear space and that 
the function H 11 defined on I.^(T, n, P) by the equation 
" {«nLl'L  - 1^ =11 
is a seminorm for L (T, u, P) and a norm if sequences {f f _ and )g f _ CO ^ I n J n— i V n J n— i 
are identified whenever II {f - g f Jl =0. It will be scon later I n nJ n=l » 
that 1^(T, [J,, P) is the adjoint to L^(T, jj,, P) and so it will then 
follow that Ii^(Tj n,j P) is a Banach space. 
If one defines L^^(T, |i, P), 1 < p < = to be the set of all f in 
K(ji,, P, R) for which |f(')|^ is in K(p, P, R) and defines a norm on 
L \t, 11. P) by 
ap(f) -
then in the case that p is countably additive, L^^(T, |j,, P) is a complete 
space. This can be seen to be true by an argument much like the one in 
[4, p. 145] for classical spaces. Since S(^, P, R) is dense in 
K(ii-, P, R) 5 it follows then that 1^(1, p, P) and L^^(T, [j,, P) are the 
same when p, is countably additive. 
The fact that L^(T, jj,, P) is a Hilbert space follows since it 
satisfies the parallelogram law. That is, if 
in lij I'), then 
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llff.Ll + f®nL=l"2 + " k}n=l - k}n=l"2 ' 
+ Sn(*)|% + f 
n—»co -/ 
- ga(')|^  djj, 
= lim f [(fj^ + + (^n " &a)^]dp 
n-wo J ^  ^
= lim f (2f^^ + 2g^^)dn 
n-*o J n-*° J, 
= 2 
r -i a> 2 / ^ e 2 
" W n.l ' 2+^"kW2-
It follows from this that the bilinear function <, > on I,^(T, n, P) 
defined by 
^ KLi- kLi > ' i ™kLi + kLi"2 - " l^aLi 
- {8n}n=l" 2^  = I "" / '' 
" f w»"' kLi ^ 2^'^' 
n-*o J n-*= J 
P, P) 
is an inner product. It should be noted that if p is countably additive, 
so that <f f 1 and /g f  - in L.(T, u,, P) are identified with functions 
I nVn—i L njn—i Z 
f and g respectively, then this gives the usual result for space that 
< f, g > is / fgdp. 
Jrj; 
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Suppose now that P is a proto-algebra of sets and that j.i is in 
H(ï, P). Suppose also that Y is a compact Hausdorff space, B is the 
Borel algebra of subsets of Y and v is a regular Borel measure on B. 
If it could be shown that p,, P) and L^(Y, v, B) are isometrically 
isomorphic for all p, 1 < p < =>, then it would follow that the adjoint 
- 1  - 1  
to lp(T, (J,, P) is Lq(T, p,, P) where, p + q =1. It turns out there 
is such a compact Hausdorff space. Porcelli, [9], in considering 
measures on an algebra of subsets A of a set T, constructs a compact 
Hausdorff space Y by taking the collection of all ultrafilters [7, p. 116] 
in the algebra as the set Y and imposing a topology on Y determined by 
a particular map from the algebra into the set of all subsets of Y. 
Porcelli also suggests two other constructions that may be used to give 
essentially the same compact Hausdorff space. The result is that Q(T, A) 
and C(Y), the space of real valued continuous functions on Y, are iso­
morphic and isometric. This in turn implies isomorphic isometric rela­
tions between H(T, P) and H^(Y, B), the regular Borel measures on the 
Borel algebra of subsets of Y, and then the isomorphic isometric 
relations between l^CT, [x. A) and ^^(Y, |i*, B) where |j, in H(T, A) and 
p' in H^(Y, B) correspond. Porcelli does not present a complete proof 
of these isomorphic isometric relations in [9], so for completeness 
the corresponding results will be demonstrated in detail in this paper. 
Actually, it should be pointed out that Porcelli obtains the adjoint 
characterizations of his spaces independently of the isomorphic 
isometric relations for the spaces. 
There is. a somewhat more direct method of determining an appropriate 
compact Hausdorff space Y than any of those suggested by Porcelli, and 
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that is the next thing to be considered here. It should be kept in 
mind that P is assumed to be a proto-algebra, and this assumption 
holds throughout the rest of this chapter. In particular, recall that 
Q(T, P) is then a complete space relative to the norm topology 
determined by.the norm function g. 
Let Q(ï, P) be given the partial order determined by f > g if and 
only if f(t) > g(t) for all t in T and f and g in Q(T, P). Suppose 
that f and g are in Q(T, P) and let h be defined by 
h(t) = max(f(t), g(t)), VteT. 
Let e be a positive real number and and be P-partitions 
of T such that 
|f(t) - f(s) 1 < £, Vt, seE^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and 
|g(t) - g(s.)l < e, Vt, seFy j = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Let be a P-partition that refines and . Suppose 
t and s are in for some k, 1 < k < q. If h|{t, s] is f j{t, s) or 
gj-[t, s}, then clearly 
1 h(t) - h(s) I < e. 
Suppose that h(t) is f(t) and h(s) is g(s). Because of the definition 
of h and the preceding statement, it may be assumed that f(t) > g(t) 
and g(s) > f(s). Then it follows that 
g(s) - s < g(t) < f(t) < f(s) + e < g(s) 4- e. 
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so that 
- e < f(t) - g(s) < e. 
This implies that 
[h(t) - h(s) 1 < e, 
so that h is in Q(T, P). Therefore, Q(T, P) is a vector lattice. Also, 
it is clear that 
3(h) = max(p(f), P(g) ) ,  
so that Q(Tj P) is a lattice of type M. If f and g are in Q(T, P) and 
f > g, then it follows that p(f) > 3(g), so that Q(T, P) is an M-space, 
(see [7, p. 238] for definitions of a lattice of type M and M-space). 
Also, Q(T, P) contains the function i for which 
i(t) = 1, VteT, 
since P is a proto-algebra. Therefore, Q(T, P) is an M-space with unit. 
Kelley and Namioka, [7, p. 242] show that each M-space with a unit is 
isomorphic and isometric, under evaluation, to the space of all con­
tinuous real valued functions on its spectrum. It may be noted that it 
is the requirement that Q(T, P) have a unit for this result that imposes 
the restriction of a proto-algebra on P. Let Y be the spectrum of Q(T, P); 
that is, a is in Y if and pnly if a is a continuous linear functional 
of norm one on Q(T, P) and 
a(max(f, g)) = max(a(f>, a(g)), Vf, geQ(T, P). 
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Then Y is known to be a compact Hausclorff space in the weak-" topology 
vr(Q"(T, P), Q(ï, P)). Hence, the result that Q(T, P) and C(Y), the 
continuous real valued functions on Y with the supremum norm, are 
isomorphic and isometric follows from the theorem of Kelley and Namioka. 
For every f in Q(T, P), f will denote the image of f in C(Y) determined 
by the isomorphism. Since H(T, P) is the adjoint of Q(T, P) and H^(Y, B) 
is the adjoint of C(Y), where B is the Borel algebra of Y and H^(Y, B) 
is the regular Borel measures on B, it follows that H(T, P) and H^(Y, B) 
are isometrically isomorphic. If \x is in H(T, P), its image in H^(Y, B) 
will be denoted by jj,'. It may be noted that if f is in Q(T, P) and ji 
is in H(T, P), then 
developed 
the usual Borel integral. 
Suppose now that p is a real number, 1 < p < » and let ^f r be 
in L^(T, P). Since each f^ is P-simple, f^ is in Q(T, P) for all 
n and then f^' is in C(Y) for all n. It follows that 
lim II f ' 
n 
- f L f ' - f '|Pdp/)l/P n m I ^ n,m-«o 
Y 
= 0 
and since L^fY, jj,', B) is complete, there exists f in L^CY, p,', B) such 
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that 
limil f - f Ml = 0. 
IÎ p 
n-to 
Define a on |j,, P) to l^CY, |j,', B) by 
«( {«„}„<> = "• 
n—«0 
where the limit is taken in (Y, jj,', B). It follo%?s that 
°<kLl'"p'" ^n'  n->= 
= limll fn'llp 
n-îco 
= lim ( r If^'|Pdp/)l/P 
n->œ J  y 
= lim ( f I f^l^dji)" 
n-«= 
•"KLA-
so that a is an isometry. Suppose that o(|f^|^_^) and G({§n}n=l^ the 
same for two elements <f } , and jg } of L (T, p., P). Then 
v n^n—i I n^n—1 p 
lim f ' = lim g ' in L (Y, p,, B), so that 
n, n p 
n-»co n-^ 
f l«„ - = "•» f l'o' - So'1^4^: 
n-«= n-^ 
=  0 .  
Therefore, {f f , and \g | _ are the same element of L (T, u, P) and I nJn=l l°nJn=l p 
a is one-to-one. It is clear that a is linear, so it is an isometric 
isomorphism into |j,', B) 
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Let f be in L^(Y, |j,', B). Then there exists a sequence 
in C(Y) such that lira = f in L (Y, p,', E). Let bo in Q(T, P) 
n->co 
such that f corresponds to f ' by the isomorphism between Q(T, P) and 
n n 
C(Y). Then it follows that 
f I'n - ' li- f |«n' " 
n,m->raj^ n,m-K3 
= 0 ,  
so that is in Lp(T, p,., P) and is f. Therefore, a 
is an isometric isomorphism onto L^CY, |j,', B) • 
These results are summarized in the follov7ing theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. If P is a proto-algebra of subsets of a non-void set 
T and Y the spectrum of Q(T, P) considered as a compact Hausdorff space 
in the weak-* topology w(Q*(T, P), Q(T, P)), then the following isometric 
isomorphic relations hold: 
(1) Q(T, P) ^ C(Y), 
(2) H(T, P) = H^(Y, B), 
(3) Lp(T, !i., P) -L^(Y, B), 
where B is the Borel algebra of Y, H^(Y, B) is the regular Borel measures 
on 3, C(Y) is the real valued continuous functions on Y, p,' is the image 
of |i under (2) and 1 < p < œ. 
The preceding theorem is also true for p = and this is most 
easily seen by showing that L^(T, jj,, P) is the adjoint of L^(T, ji, P) . 
Then L^(T, p, P) and L^(Y, |j,', B) are adjoints to the isometrically 
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isomorphic spaces L-|^(T, p., P) and I^(Y, p/, B), respectively, and this 
implies the desired result. The next theorem will make it possible to 
use a result from the paper by Porcelli, [9], to conclude that the 
adjoint to 1^(T, p,, P) is L^(T, p,, P). 
Theorem 4.4. If P is a proto-algebra and p, is in H(T, P), then 
the algebra generated by P is the set A(P) defined by 
A(P) = ^ E: E = E^ for some in 
and p, has a unique extension to a finitely additive measure on 
A(P). If p, is countably additive, then p,^ is also countably additive. 
Furthermore, (u)^ is (p^), and if f is in S^(P, X), then 
J fdp, = jT fdu^. 
T Ï 
The integral I fdp, is of course the integral of a P-simple 
J t 
L "'^ 1 function as defined in Chapter I I ,  and the integral / fdp^^ is the 
'T 
integral of a P-simple function, which is an A(P)-simple function, as 
defined in [4, p. 108]. The integral in [9] is the one in [4] for 
simple functions. 
Proof: The union of any finite sequence of elements of P can be 
written as the union of a sequence in A, so A(P) is closed under unions. 
0, if is in A, then T - ( E^) is the union of a sequence 
n 
Als 
i=l 
in A since P is a proto-algebra. Therefore, A(P) is an algebra that 
contains P, and any algebra that contains P must contain A(P). Hence, 
A(P) is the algebra generated by P. 
Suppose now that p, is in H(T, P) and and are in A with 
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n m 
U E = U F . 
i=l ^ j=l J 
It was shovm in Chapter I that this implies 
n m 
h tr(E ) = % tt(F ) 
i=l ^ j=l J 
whenever tt is a non-negative p-voluir.e. However, since p, is the difference 
of two non-negative p-volumes, this implies that 
n m 
Z n(E.) = Z pXF ). 
i=l j=l J 
The equation 
n 
p^lCE) = ^  pXE.), VEeA(P), 
n , -v n -
where E is W E. and sE.)\ is in A, then gives a well defined functi 
. , 1 I 1/1=1 
i=l 
s on 
t=l 1 I 
on A(P). Since [jl is finitely additive, is clearly an extension of 
[jb and is finitely additive on A(P). Suppose that n is countably additive 
and that is a pain^ise disjoint sequence of elements of P with 
CD , yk(i) 
yj E^ in P. For i = 1, 2, 3, let be a sequence in A 
k(i) 
such that E. is [J E... Since {_J E. is in P, there is a sequence 
^ 3=1 i=l ^ 
m 
in A such that 
m ™ "kCi) 
U F, = U U E. , 
j=l i=l j=l 
with both sides of this equation a union of pairwise disjoint elements 
of P. It is an immediate result of the discussion following Theorem 
1.4 that 
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]>Z p(f;) = ][. ]>_ 
j=l ^ i=l j=l 
and this clearly implies that 
M.l(U E.) = X Ml(Ei) 
i=l ^ i=l 
Suppose now that is a finitely additive measure on A(P) such 
n r 1 ^ 
that jj,. Let E in A(P) be given by ^ with in A. 
Then 
n 
P^ (E) = UL„(U E ) 
^ ^ i=l ^ 
= 21 
i=l 
= ZZ P'(Ei) 
i=l 
= H^CE), 
so that jj,^ and are the same on A(P), and the extension of M; is 
• unique. 
In order to prove the next statement of the theorem it should 
first be observed that is the variation function as defined by 
Dunford and Schwartz, [4, p. 97]. They show, [4, pp. 98-99], that 
is given by (p^) f (p^) where 
(pP'^(E) = sup|ii^(F): FCE and FeA(P)j, VEeA(P), and 
(p^)"(E) = - inf|p^(F): FCE and FeA(P)|, VEeA(P). 
Suppose now that E is in P. Then 
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(u^)'^(E) = sup |u^(F); FCE and FeA(P)| 
= sup I ^  p,(E ): \J E CE and {e.}. , eA } 
li=l i=l ; 
+ 
= n (E), and 
(p^)"(E) = - inf ||i^(F): FCE and FeA(P)| 
fn n r ) ^ Z ti(E,): u E C E and E |i=l ^ i=l ' 1^1 I 
= - [iJ, (E)]. 
eA 
Therefore, it follows that if E is in P, then 
M^(E) = (p^)^^E) + (p^) (E) 
= (E) - |i (E) 
= p(E). 
This implies that is an extension of ji, and since the extensions are 
unique it follows that |i^ is 
If f is in S^CPj X) and f is given by ^ a^X^ with a 
i=l i 
finite sequence in D(p,, P), then in [4, p. 108] it is required that 
<A. f. , be a P-partition of T before the integral is defined. Since P 
/ r / proto-algebra, can be extended to a partition jA^^ where is a 
1 < n < q. Let a. be zero for i = n + 1, q. Then f is given by 
/ a.X. and the integral over T of f with respect to p.. is defined 
i=l ^ i 
in [4] by the equation 
f fdp. = 21 a.n,(A ), 
i=l 
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and this implies 
f - É ajUjCAj) 
n 
a.n(A ) 
i=l- ^ ^ 
= J fdji. 
T 
This completes the proof. 
Since P is contained in A(P), it is clear that any P-simpie function 
is an A(P)-simple function. Suppose f is an A(P)-simple function and 
let 
i=l 
where is an A(P)-partition of T. Then each A^, i - 1, 2, ..., n, 
q(i)  
is the union of a sequence that 
and f is a P-simple function. Since for P-simple functions the integral 
as defined in this paper and the integral as defined in [9] agree, it 
follows that Lp(T, n, P) and l^CT, A(P)) are the-same for all p, 
1 < p < ». In particular, it is shown by Porcelli, [9, p. 114], that 
L^*(T, |i,^, A(P)) is L^(T, A(P)). Therefore, it follows that 1^*(T, n, 
P) is L^(T, n, P). Finally, the adjoint of L^(T, jj,^, A(P)) is charac­
terized by Porcelli as being isometrically isomorphic to the subspace 
L of H^(Y, B) where X is in L if and only if X(E) is zero whenever ji' (E) 
is zero for each Borel set E of Y. Since lgg(T, |i, P) is Lg,(T, A(P)), 
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this also characterizes the adjoint of 1,^(T, (.i, P). 
Fefferman, [5], proves a form of the Radon-Nikodym theorem for 
finitely additive measures on an algebra of sets. The method of 
proof used in [5] could be adapted to p-volumes and proto-rings without 
much difficulty. However, the proof then would be essentially the 
same as Fefferman and would not introduce any new techniques. Hence, 
the following is included mainly for completeness. 
Assume that P is a proto-algebra for the remainder of this chapter. 
Suppose that p, and v are in H(T, P) and that v « |i. As before, 
A(P) is the algebra generated by P and (j,^ and are the extensions 
of |i and V, respectively, to A(P). Suppose now that e is a positive real 
number and choose a positive real number Ô such that if is in D(jj,, 
n n 
P) and If E is in P and p^(E) < Ô, 
then let E be the union of the elements of the finite sequence 
A. It follows from Theorem 4.4 that 
n n 
= 
< Ô, 
and this implies that 
n 
i=l 
n 
z v(E. )  
i=l 
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Therefore, v « p and the Radon-Nikodyro theorem of Fefferman, 
CO 
[5, Theorem 1], applies. Hence, there exists a sequence of 
P-simpie functions on T to R such that 
v^(E) = lim r f^dp,^ 
n-coJ^ 
uniformly for all E in A(P) and 
lim f If^(') - f^COjdp.^ = 0. 
n,m->=° J2 
Therefore, if f ^ is a sequence of elements of (P, R) and Theorem 
L ny.n-i i 
4.4 implies that 
v(E) = li.m j f^ d^  
n-J^ 
uniformly for all E in P and 
lim / f (•) - f (") dp, = 0. 
I • n m 
n,m-^ 
This proves the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. (Radon-Nikodym). Suppose that p, and v are in H(T, 
and that v « p,. Then there exists a sequence elements of 
S^(P, R) such that 
v(E) = lim j f djj, 
n-jg 
uniformly for all E in P, and 
lim r If (•) - f (")|dp = 0. 
I ' n m ' n,m-><35 J 
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A proof using a generalisation of a Hahn decomposition, [6, p. 121], 
is given for a Radon-Nikodyra theorem by Darst, [3], for finitely 
additive measures on an algebra of sets. By some fairly tedious modi­
fications of Darst's results, that approach may also be used to prove 
Theorem 4.5. 
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V. COMPARISONS WITH THE INTEGRALS OF DUNFORD AND SCKt^ARTZ AND 
OF BOGDANOHICZ 
The assumptions throughout this chapter relative to T, (X,| |) and 
R are the same as in the preceding chapters. 
Suppose that P is a proto-algebra of subsets of T and that p, is in 
H(T, P). Theorem 4.4 shows that there is a natural extension to a 
finitely additive measure on A(P), the algebra generated by P. Dunford 
and Schwartz, [4, pp. 95-119], develop a space, L(T, A(P), X) 
in their notation, of equivalence classes cf functions on T to X, 
integrable over T with respect to |i^. The method of constructing 
L(T, A(P), X) is somewhat similar to the method used in this paper 
to construct K(|j,, P, X). It is natural to ask whether or not L(T, A(P), 
X) and K(p., P, X) are comparable, and if so, how they compare. 
Suppose that f and g are functions on T to X. Tlie functions f and 
g are identified in [4] if and only if f - g is p^-null; or, equivalently, 
for every positive real number e, the set E(f - g, e) defined by 
E(f - g, e) = |teT: j f (t) - g(t)| > e| 
is ji^-null-r Suppose f - g is p^-null and let e be a positive real number. 
Then E(f - g, e) is p^-null, so there exists G in A(P) such that p^(G) < s 
and E(f - g, e) is a subset of G. Let be a finite sequence in 
n n 
D((j,, P) such that G is \J G, . Then ^  |jî(G ) < e and 
k=l ^ k=l 
n 
|f(t) - g(t) I < e, VteT - (U G ), 
' k=l 
so that f and g are ^-equivalent. Suppose now that f and g are p,-
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equivalent and let e be a positive real number. Let be any positive 
real number and define to be the minimum of e and e^. Then there 
, n n _ 
exists D(^, P) such that 2. < Gg < and 
n 
IfCt) - g(t) I < s, < e, VteT - (U G ). 
^ k=l 
n n 
Therefore, E(f - g, e) is contained in M G . However, G is a 
k=l k=l 
cover of E(f - g, e) by an element of A(P) if and only if n is finite. 
In particular, if |.t is only finitely additive, this shows that E(f - g, e) 
is ^^-null and that f - g is p^-null. Hence, in the case that |j, is 
only finitely additive and P is a proto-algebra, the equivalence 
classes of functions in [4] and in this paper agree. However, if ^  
is countably additive, an equivalence class f in X^/jTmay be larger than 
the equivalence class containing f as defined in [4]. Hence, K(^, P, X) 
and L(T, A(P), X) are comparable if p is only finitely additive. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that P is a proto-algebra, is in H(T, P), 
A(P) is the algebra generated by P and is the extension of p, to A(P) . 
If p, is only finitely additive, then K(p,, P, X) and L(T, A(P), X) 
are the same normed linear spaces and the integrals on the two spaces are 
the same. 
Proof; It has already been shown that K(p, P, X) and L(T, A(P), 
X) are both subsets of X /jT when is only finitely additive, and 
hence comparable. Also, if f is [j,-equivalent to a P-simple function g, 
then in both developments the integral of f is defined to be the integral 
of g. Also, if g is in S^(P, X) = S^(A(P), X), then Theorem 4.4 
shows that 
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J gdp, = J gdu^, 
so that 
J" fdp, = fdp^, VfeS(|i., P, X) 
T . 
Also, in both developments the norm of f in S(^, P, X) is given by the 
integral of |f(')|, so that a norm Cauchy sequence of simple functions 
is the same in both developments. 
The space L(T, A(P), X) is defined to be the collection of 
. . CO 
all f in X /li for which there is a norm Cauchy sequence { in 
SCjjL, Pj X) converging to f in p^-measure. If f is in L(T, A(P), X), 
then the integral of f is defined by 
f fdp.^ = lim 
J n—KO J ^ 
•i T 
Hence, if p..^-measure convergence and p,-convergence are equivalent, then 
it is clear that K(ji, P, X) and L(T, A(P), |i^, X) coincide and that 
y fdji = J fdjJi^ , VfeK(}i, P, X). 
T T 
Therefore, it must be shown that if a sequence of functions 
in S-(P, X) = (A(P), X) and if f is a function on T to X, then f -• f 
r 1 " ^ if and only if j^f^converges to f in p^-measure as defined in [4]. 
The reader is referred to [4] for the notation which will be used when 
appropriate in the remainder of this proof. 
Suppose that <f f is a sequence of elements of S,(P, X) that 
L njn—i 1 
converges in p^-measure to a function f on T to X. Let e be a positive 
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real number. Then there exists a positive integer N such that if n > N, 
then 
inf arctan[a + - f(c) | > aj) ] < arctan e. 
C£>0 
Therefore, for every n > N, there is a positive real number 5^ such that 
arctan[ô^ + jj,^(|teT: - f(t) J  > ] < arctan e, 
and this implies that 
6^ + ^.^(|teT: |f^(t) - f(t) [ > 6^|) < e, Vn > N. 
It follows that 
0 < iij^(|teT: f^^t) - f(t) > ô^|) < e - 6^ < e, Vn > N. 
(Note that 0 < e - ô^, so 0 < 5^ < e.) Hence, if n > N, there exists 
, a finite sequence in D(^, P) such that 
|teT: |f^(t) - f(t)| > S]C and 
— (n) ) < e. It follows that 
k=l  
q(n) 
I f  (t) - f(t)| < 5 < G, VteT - (U G 
r = o . r . . , o "  
k=l ^ k=l - ^ 
• F 
k=l 
= G (")) 
k=l 
< e. 
and 
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Therefore, the sequence li-converges to f. 
Suppose now that is a sequence of elements of S^(P, X) 
that ^-converges to a function f on T to X. Let e he a positive real 
number and choose in R such that > 0 and 
arctan(2e^) < e-
There exists a positive integer N such that if n > N, then there exists 
a (finite) sequence D(^, P) such that 
?r<u ' Gj")) = F 
k=l k=l 
• f! k=l 
< , and 
q(n) (n) 
f (t) - f(t) < s VteT - (U (G *^"0 
' n ^ k=l 
Therefore, if n > N, then 
li^(|teT: 1 f^(t) - f(t) j > e^j) < e^, and 
®1 P^({cGT: I f^(t) - f(t) I > G^j) < 2e^. 
This implies that 
arctan [e^ + p,^(|teT: |f^(t) - f(t) j > e^j)] < e, Vn > N; 
therefore, 
inf arctan [a + y,^(|teT: |f^(t) - f (t) [ > a|)] < e, Vn > N. 
CC>0 
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Hence, the sequence converges to f in ii^-n^easure. This 
completes the proof. 
The section of Dunford and Schwartz cited, [4, pp. 95-119], ef­
fectively treats only measures that are only finitely additive since 
integration with respect to a countably additive set function is 
treated separately. Hence, if p.- is countably additive, then the 
development in this paper more closely parallels the development by 
Bogdanowicz, [l]. Before proceeding with the comparison with the 
Bogdanowicz development there is one final observation concerning [4] 
that should be made. It is the note that while no measurability 
restrictions are placed on the functions when developing L(T, A(P), 
jj,^, X) in [4], the functions in the spaces of [4] are assumed to be 
measurable. Hence, even if p is only finitely additive, K(|j,, P, X) 
may be larger than the space in [41. 
Suppose for the remainder of this chapter that P is a proto-ring 
of subsets of T and that p, is a non-negative countably additive p-volume 
on P. Bogdanowicz, [1], develops a complete seminormed space of 
functions on T to X starting from a countably additive non-negative 
set function defined on a pre-ring of subsets of T. Such a set function 
is called a volume. If v is a volume on a pre-ring P^ of subsets of T, 
then the Bogdanowicz space will be denoted by L(v, P^, X). The elements 
of L(v, P^, X) are functions on T to X and not equivalence classes of 
functions. The analogue to L(v, P^, X) would seem to be P, X), 
• and the rest of this chapter shows that this is the case. The following 
theorem will be needed for this. 
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose that f and g are functions on T to X. Then 
f and g are |.i-equivalent if and only if they are equal almost every­
where . 
Proof: Assume f and g are -^-equivalent. For each positive integer 
n let be a sequence in D(p,, P) such that ^  < 2 
and 
q(n) , X 
f(t) - g(t)| <2"", VteT - (U 
i=l 
Define the sets E , F and F by 
n m 
fn )  E = E.^ n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
^ i=l ^ 
F  = M E , m = l ,  2 ,  3 , . . . ,  a n d  
m ^ n n=m 
CO 
p - n f.-1 m m=l 
Since F is contained in F^ for m = 1, 2, 3, ... and since 
CO CO q(n) / N "z I: <z 2-" 
n=m i=l n=m 
= m = 1, 2, 3, ..., 
it follows that F is p,-null. Also, if t is not in F, then for some 
positive integer m, t is not in E^ for all n > m. This implies that 
jf(t)- - g(t)l <2 Vn > m. 
Therefore, 
f(t) = g(t), VtfF, 
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and f and g are equal almost everywhere. 
The definition of a pL-null set makes the converse obvious. 
This completes the proof. 
Suppose now that is defined by the equation 
P^ = I^E: E = /^ for some finite sequence j^E^ 
By choosing singleton sequences in the definition of P^, it is easy to 
see that contains P. Also, any pre-ring containing P must contain 
since a pre-ring is closed under finite intersections. Therefore, 
if P^ is a pre-ring, it is the smallest pre-ring containing P. It 
is clear that P^ is closed under finite intersections, so to see that 
is a pro-ring, one only needs to check the difference property for pre 
rings. Suppose that E and F are in P^. Then there exist finite 
sequences and pairwise disjoint elements of P such 
that 
n 
E = E., and 
i=l ^ 
m 
F = L; F,, 
j=i : 
since P is a proto-ring. Therefore, 
n m 
E - F = (U E ) - (U F ); 
i=l j=l ^ 
n 
and it has been shown before that a difference of the form ( \^ E.) 
m i=l ^ 
-  ( F . )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  a  f i n i t e  u n i o n  o f  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  
j=l J 
elements of P. Since P^ contains P, it follows that E - F is a finite 
union of elements of P^. Therefore, P^ is a pre-ring, and it will be 
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called the pre-ring generated by P. Suppose now that E is in 
Since P is a proto-ring, there exists a finite sequence in 
n r •) ™ 
D(p,, P) such that E is E.. Also, if is a second sequence 
m I'l n  ^ m 
in D(p, P) with E = IJ F., then P^E.) and 2. are the same 
j=l J i=l ^ j=l J 
Define the function on P^ by 
n 
H/E) =% H(E ), 
^ i=l ^ 
Suppose that ^ pair^cise disjoint sequence of elements of P^ 
CO / 1 m 
such that E = W E, is in P.. Let <F.>\ be a finite sequence in 1 1 I jJj=l 
D(p„ P) such that E is 1^ F., and for i = 1, 2, 3, let 
P(i) 
be a finite sequence in D(^, P) such that E. is G... It follows 
^ k=l IK 
that 
m => p(i) 
M ^ H 
and the discussion following Theorem 1.4 shows that 
m p(i) 
since k = 1, 2 ,  p(i); i = 1, 2, ...| is a pain;ise disjoint 
collection. This implies that 
m 
h(E) = 27 ) 
j=l J 
œ p(i) 
' i i Ç i  
til (E-): 
i=l ^ ^ 
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so that u..^ is a volun-.c on P^. It follows in a manner like that used in 
the previous comparison with Dunford and Schwartz that is an 
extension of p, and it is easy to see that the extension is unique. 
n 
If E is in then E is [J for some finite sequence 
^n^ 
in D([i, P). Therefore, is and this implies that any P.-
i=l i 
simple function on T to X is a P-simple function on T to X. Since 
P^ contains P, the converse is also true and S^(P, X) and S^(P^, X) 
coincide. 
The integral of a function f in S^CP, X) is defined in [1] exactly 
as it is in this paper. Also, the seminorm function II || on S^(P, X) 
is defined in both developments by the equation 
II h 0 = J |h(.)|d^, VheS^CP, X). 
In [1] a sequence of elements of S^(P, X) is called a basic 
sequence if there exists a sequence of elements of S^(P, X) 
and a real number M > 0 such that 
n 
f = y~ h., n = 1, 2, 3, ..., and 
II hj <M • 4"*, n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
CO 
Suppose that ^ seminorm Cauchy sequence of elements of S^(P, 
X). Let n(l) be a positive integer such that 
II - g^ll <4 Vn, m > n(l) . 
For k = 2, 3, 4, ..., let n(k) be a positive integer, n(k) > n(k - 1) 
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such that 
II - gj\ < 4"^ "^'"^  ^Vn, m > n(k). 
Let be so that is a subsequence of and 
\+l " ^k" ~ ' ^ n(k-rl " ^n(k)" 
<  4 " ,  k  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . .  
Define h^^ to be f^ and for k = 2, 3, 4, ..., define h^ to be f^ - f^_^. 
Then it follows that 
k 
f = y~ h., k = 1, 2, 3, ..., and 
K 4—; 1 i=l 
- ^k-l' 
<4 , k = 2, 3, 4 
If M is the maximum of 1 and 4 • II h^[| , then 
-k 
II \il < M  '  4  * ,  k  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . . .  
CO 
Therefore, jf^jk-l ^ basic sequence, and every seminorm Cauchy 
sequence has a basic subsequence. 
The space L(|JL^, , X) is defined in [l] to be the set of all func-
. 0 3  
tions f on T to X for which there exists a basic sequence ele­
ments of S^(P, X) converging pointwise almost everywhere to f. 
» 
Suppose now that f is in K^(p,, P, X) and let be a seminorm 
Cauchy sequence of elements of S^(P, X) ^ -converging to f. Theorem 
2.12 and the proof of Theorem 2.13 show that there is a subsequence 
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\f \ L " of |f } " and a function h on T to X such that If , 
I n(k)Jk=l I nJr-l I n(k)Jk=l 
both |i-converges and converges pointwise almost everywhere to h. Since 
<f , is a subsequence of If ( ,, it is seminorm Cauchy and so Vn(k)^k=l I n^n=l' ^ 
there is a basic subsequence of follows that 
CO 
<g [ _ both |i-converges and converges pointwise almost everywhere to h. 
f r f \ ° 
Since ig i , is a subsequence of if f , it also ^-converges to f. V in'in=i I n/n—1 
Theorem 2.6 implies that f and h are p^equivalent, and then Theorem 5.2 
implies that f and h are equal almost everywhere. Therefore, {§n}n=l & 
basic sequence of elements of S^(P, X) that converges pointwise almost 
everywhere to f, and f is in P^, X). Also, the integral and semi-
norm are defined on P^, X) by the equations 
/ fdp,^ = lim / and 
n-*=' J rr. 
II f II = lim 11 gjl, 
n-«o 
so it follows that the seminorm on P, X) is the seminorm of L(^^, 
P^, X) restricted to K^(|i, P, X) and 
J' fd|ji = j' fd^ ,^ VfeK^ (|j,, P, X). 
T T 
Since p, is count ably additive, K^(^, P, X) is a complete subspace of 
P^, X). However, S^(P, X) is contained in P, X) and is a dense 
subspace of L(p.^, P^, X), so it follows that K^(n, P, X) is dense in L(u^, 
P^, X). Finally, L(p,^, P^, X) is complete, so K^Cp,, P, X) is a closed 
dense subspace of L(p^, P^, X) and it must be true that K^(p, P, X) and 
LCHi» ^1' coincide. This completes the proof of the following theorem. 
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IheoroTT. 5.3. Suppose that jj. is a non-negative countably additive 
p-volume on the proto-ring P of subsets of T, that is the pre-ring 
generated by P and is the extension of jj, to P^. Then P, X) 
and 1,, P^, X) are the same normed linear space and the integrals on 
the two spaces are the same. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
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